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General Assistance 892-1906 Call for appointment
Public Safety (Fire/Police) 839-5581 Emergencies-24hrs/7 days a 
week
Office: M-F 8:30-4:30
Baxter Memorial Library 222-1190 Mon 1-7, Tue 9-7,Wed 1-7, Thurs 
9-7, Fri 9-4, Sat 9-1 
Closed Sundays
Public Works 892-9062 M-F 7-3:30
Fax 893-2092
2013-14 ELECTED OFFICIALS 
TOWN COUNCIL AND SCHOOL BOARD
TOWN COUNCIL Elected 3 year term
Michael J. Phinney, Chairman -  2014 
16 Apple Lane
(w) 839-3336, (h) 839-4493 mphinney@gorham,me.us
Sherrie Benner -  2015
8 Rustic Ridge Drive
776-2163 sbenner@Rorham,me.us
Benjamin Hartwell -2 0 1 6
443 Sebago Lake Road
892-2586 bhartweli@Rorham.me.us
Shonn M oulton-Vice-Chairm an 2015
109 Narragansett Street
207 318-4423 smouiton@Rorham.me.us
Suzanne Phillips -  2014
108 Harding Bridge Road
(h) 892-9847 sphillips@RQrhaffl.me.us
Matthew J. Robinson -  2016 
24 Sanborn Street
(h) 839-7101 mrobinson@Rorham.me.us
Bruce Rouilard -  2016 
46 School Street
671-1679 brouliard@Rorham.me.u$
SCHOOL BOARD Elected 3 year term
Dennis Libby, Chairman -  2014 
9 Queen Street
892-8315 dennisl@gorhamschools.org
Kyle Bailey - 2016
30 Ridgefield Drive
939-8600 kyleb@gorhamschools.org
Katherine Garrard - 2014 
11 Ledge Hill Road
839-8342 kathvR@Rorhamschools.orR
Timothy Burns - 2015
92 Gordon Farms Road
839-3131 timburns@Rorhamschools.orR
John Doyle - 2016 
47 Webster Road
929-2734 iohnd@Rorhamschoois.orR
Sara Nelson - 2014
20 Black Brook Road
839-3356 saran@Rorhamschoois.orR





FEDERAL AND STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS
STATE SENATOR (DISTRICT 6}
Senator James Boyle - 2014 
25 Dundee Road
894-5057 jim(a>boyleforsenate,org
STATE REPRESENTATIVE (DIST. 129)
Andrew McLean - 2014
30 Ridgefield Drive, Gorham, ME 04038
939-8482 RepAndrew.McLeanffiiegislature,maine.gov
STATE REPRESENTATIVE (DIST. 130)
Linda F. Sanborn - 2014
170 Spiller Road, Gorham, ME 04038
939-2879 RepLinda.Sanborn(5)legislature,maine.gov
U S REPRESENTATIVE (DIST. 1)
Chellie Pingree
2 Portland Fish Pier, Suite 304 
Portland, Maine 04101




Brunswick, Maine 04011 
888-229-3420 info@angusformaine/com
Susan M. Collins 
202 Harlow Street, Room 204 
P.O. Box 655 
Bangor, ME 04402
(207) 945-0417 www.coilins.senate.gov
ANNUAL SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
Board/Commission Schedule Time Location
Town Council First Tuesday of the 
month. If additional 
meetings or workshops are 





Planning Board Usually the first Monday 7:00pm Gorham Municipal
of the month ~ Center-Council
Occasionally third Monday Chambers
Board of Health Meets as needed
Board of Appeals Usually the third Thursday 7:00pm Gorham Municipal
of the month Center-Council
Board of Assessment Meets as needed
Chambers
Review
Fair Hearing Board Meets as needed
Gorham Parks & 
Conservation Committee
Meets as needed
Recycling Committee Meets as needed l i l i i i S i i Public Works Office
Gorham Economic Usually second or third 8:00am Gorham Municipal
Development Corporation Wednesday of each month Center
Baxter Memorial Li bra ry Usually the first Thursday 6:30pm Baxter Memorial
Board of Trustees of the month Library
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What types of services are available online? www.gorham-me.org
Center are also available online. From the Town's Homepage,Many services that are available at the Municipal 
click on one of the "Where do t go for" links to:
Re-Register vehicle
Register dog
Obtain a Burn Permit
Reserve or Renew your Library book
Search the Library's catalog
Access Interactive GIS maps
Re-Register ATV, Snowmobile, Boat, Trailer 
Obtain a Hunting or Fishing License 
Register for a Recreation Program 
Obtain Tax information and print Tax Maps 
Download and print Building Permit Applications 
View Meeting Videos
* This is not a complete list of the services the Town offers. Please visit the Town's website for a complete listing.
The Town of Gorham also offers an online mapping application. The WebGIS is an interactive map that runs in a 
web browser and provides the public with geographic data not previously accessible. Some of the data that is 
available includes: road centerlines, property lot lines, zoning, utilities (Sewer & Water), floodplains (Current 
and new Proposed FEMA Maps), and much more. Click on the Interactive GIS Maps in the "Where do I go for" 
section on the Town's homepage.
When are my taxes due?
Taxes are normally due November 15th and May 15th' The Town Council may occasionally change these dates if 
they fall on a weekend.
How can I view my property tax bills?
Access this information by going to the Town's website www.gorham-me.org. From the homepage, go to "Town 
Departments" and then click on "Assessing Department". Scroll down to find the link for "Real Estate and Personal 
Property Tax Bills". Choose the desired year to view. Choose the file with the first letter of the property owner's 
last name as of April 1st. If you are printing a copy of the tax bill, be sure to choose "print current page" or "print 
selected record" on the printer menu so you don't print the entire file.
How can I view my property assessment information?
You can access this information by going to the Town's website www.gorham-me.org. From the homepage go to 
"Town Departments" and then click on "Assessing Department". Scroll down to "Current Property Tax Data 
(Vision)". Click on the link to view information on property, including assessed value and photo of building(s).
Do I have to apply for the Homestead Exemption or Veterans Exemption every year?
No. Once approved, your Homestead Exemption is in place and will carry over from year to year. If you move, you 
will have to submit an application for the new property.
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Where can I get a burn permit?
Weather permitting; residents are able to obtain burning permits during the hours of 8:30am to 4:30pm, Monday 
through Friday and on Saturday and Sunday from 8:30am to 12:00pm at NO CHARGE. Burn permits are also 
available at no charge (only during the above listed hours) from the Town of Gorham website at 
www.burningpermit.com.
At other times you are able to obtain burning permits from http://www.maineburnpermit.com at a fee of $7.00, 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
How can I get a Fireworks permit?
You can apply for a fireworks permit by going to www.fireworkspermit.com or go to the links on the Town of 
Gorham's Web Page or Gorham Fire Departments Web Page. Residents, who are 21 years old and are going to 
use the fireworks on their own property or have written permission to use some else's property, may apply for a 
Fire Works permit Monday thru 12:00 PM Saturday. If weather allows and the Town is issuing burning permits, 
those that have applied will have their fireworks permit approved after 09:30 on Saturday morning. No permits 
will be available after 12:00 noon on Saturdays. Once the permit has been approved, you must print it, sign it and 
have it with you while using the fireworks. You must be a least 150 feet from any structure.
What do / need to get my car registered?
For FIRST time registrations, the person or persons to whom the vehicle is being registered must come in to 
process the registration. Anyone can re-register a vehicle.
Proof of Insurance from your Insurance Company can be e-mailed to townclerkffigorham.me.us or faxed to 839- 
5036.
If purchased from a Maine dealer:
Blue Copy of Title Application 
Lease agreement (If a leased vehicle)
Proof of Insurance
Old Registration (if old plates are being used)
Maroney Label (Window sticker if a brand new vehicle)
Current Mileage
If purchased in a private sale (Note that sales tax must be paid to Town Office):
Bill of sale
Previous owner(s) original title assigned to you on the back by seller or the blue copy of title application from a 
lending institution 
Lien Release (if needed)
Proof of Insurance and current mileage 
If previously registered out of State:
Out of State Title or lien holder's address 
Lease agreement (If a leased vehicle)
Out of State Registration 
Proof of Insurance 
Current Mileage
Paperwork for Vehicle Re-registration
Old Registration - Proof of Insurance - Current Mileage
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Do you accept credit cards?
The Town of Gorham offers the convenience of accepting credit cards or debit cards for payments. Due to the fees 
charged to the Town by the Bank to process these transactions, a non-refundabie convenience fee will be applied 
to cardholders who wish to pay via credit card or debit card. The fee will be disclosed at the time of the payment 
transaction with the option for the cardholder to decline the fee and make the payment via check or cash. A fee of 
2.45% of the transaction amount will be charged for any amount over $122. A $3.00 minimum will be charged for 
any transaction amount under $122.
How can I obtain a passport?
As of May 1, 2011 and until further notice, the Town Clerk's Office will no longer be accepting passport 
applications due to changes in the Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative. Passport photos may still be obtained in 
the Town Clerk's Office. Applications may be processed at the Gorham Post Office.
When will my trash be picked up? What if there is a holiday?
There are several different trash pickup days, depending on where you live. You can look up your area by logging 
onto the Town website and going to the "Trash and Recycling Information" link from the Public Works 
Department page. You will also find alternate schedule information as well as other useful information on 
recycling.
Who do / contact if I come across a stray dog or cat?
You can reach the Animal Control Officer by calling Dispatch at 839-5581.
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Tow n of Gorham
Municipal Center 
75 South Street, Suite 1 
Gorham, Maine 04038-1382
(207) 222-1650 
(207) 839-5408 Fax 
www. gorham-me. org
am





Assistant to the Town 
Manager/HR Director 




REPORT OF THE TOWN MANAGER FOR FY 2012-13
It is my pleasure to provide the Annual Report for the year beginning July 1, 2012 through June 
30, 2013, to the Town Council and the citizens of Gorham.
During the last fiscal year the Town experienced a strengthening economy as the year 
progressed. The Town issued 79 building permits for single family homes and condominiums 
compared to 48 permits last year, or an increase of 64%. This compares to only 27 permits 
issued in fiscal year 2008/09 permits. The Town also issued 44 commercial permits compared to 
38 permits the prior year and 20 permits issued two years ago.
The improving local economy appears to be reflected state-wide with the State reporting a 
surplus of $58 million at their fiscal year end. However, this did not translate into a better 
working relationship with the State. For years there has been a recognized partnership between 
the State and local Maine governments like the Town of Gorham. Perhaps the best example of 
that partnership was the State Revenue Sharing program. In 1972, the State Legislature 
approved the State Revenue Sharing program to share a small portion of sales tax revenue with 
local Maine communities. The program recognized that local Towns are asked to provide 
services that benefit the State because they can often be provided more efficiently at the local 
level. It was also intended to recognize that the State Legislature eliminated the inventory tax 
which, back then, was part of the local government's tax base. When the economy was in 
recession and sales tax revenue shrank, the State and Towns suffered equally from the 
downturn in the economy and prospered equally when the economy was doing better. The 
State honored that commitment for 36 years until 2006, when the State raided the Revenue 
Sharing funds to help pay for the State's budget problems. At first, 2% of the funds were 
transferred (that is the technical term for swiping the Towns Revenue Sharing funds), then in 
2010 21% of the funds were swiped, 32% last year, and this year, 53%. For Gorham, that meant 
that the State took approximately $841,000 from the Town, or 64 cents on the property tax 
rate. In effect, the State decided to have local property tax payers pay for the State's budget 
problems.
The Town Council also made an effort to address the Town's inadequate Public Safety facilities, 
which was originally identified in a 1999 study as one of the Town's priority needs. In 2005, the
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Town Council started studying potential projects to address this critical need. That effort was 
put on hold in 2007 when the country was thrust into a significant recession, in August 2012, 
the Town Council voted to ask the citizens to approve a $4 million bond to make improvements 
to the existing building on lower Main Street. After reconsideration, the Council voted in 
September 2012 to rescind that action and appointed a Committee to study the issue. In 
December, the Committee, after reviewing 7 potential projects, recommended that the Town 
construct a facility at the former Little Falls School site on Acorn Street and approved a June 
2013 referendum of $6.3 million for the project. That referendum was soundly rejected by the 
voters and left this issue as one of the Town's more critical areas that will need to be addressed 
in the near future.
Prior to the June 13 referendum on the Public Safety project, voters in November 2012 
approved a $500,000 bond to make improvements to the former Little Falls School building and 
to the Little Falls Recreation Area, located across Grey Road from the former School. Originally 
built in 1956, the old school is in need of significant repairs. This project was initially put on hold 
while the Council waited to see the results of the Public Safety referendum in June. Now that 
voters have rejected that Public Safety project, this project will proceed during the coming fiscal 
year.
For many years, a small Library in Little Falls provided local services to the Little Falls and South 
Windham area. Last year, the Trustees concluded that the number of users was so small that it 
no longer made sense to keep the Library open. At the request of the Trustees, the Town 
appropriated funds to demolish the building. However, at the last moment, the Windham 
Historical Society asked for the building, As a result, the building was relocated to a Historical 
site in Windham and will be preserved for many more years.
The White Rock School served as the local school for the White Rock and North Gorham area, In 
2012, the new Great Falls Elementary School opened, and White Rock School closed. The 
White Rock School sat on a relatively small lot and was not served by public sewer or public 
water, which made this a difficult site to effectively operate a School. This past year, the Town 
Council appropriated $175,000 to demolish the School. However, in May, after soliciting bids to 
demolish the building, the Town Council voted to solicit interest in redeveloping the site and 
reusing the building before deciding whether to demolish the building. At the end of the fiscal 
year on June 30, this process was still on going.
In June 2010, the Town acquired, through a foreclosed tax lien, a building located at the corner 
of Preble Street and Elm Street that had been a College fraternity house. The activity at this 
building had been a source of complaints from the neighbors for a number of years. Although, 
the Town will usually work with prior owners to allow the taxes to be paid off, in this instance, 
the Town Council retained the building and then sold it through a public process. This past year, 
the new owner redeveloped the building into a small business and held an open house. Not 
only did this process provide a new business to the community, but the new activity in this 
building is proving to be much more compatible with the neighborhood.
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The Town Council also approved a new 3-year contract for dispatching services with 
Cumberland County. The Town initially switched its dispatching services in 2003. In the nine 
years since then, the community has saved well over $1.5 million. The annual cost with the 
new 3-year contract is still below the annual cost the Town was spending on dispatching when 
it voted to use Cumberland County for this service.
In November 2012, voters approved the purchase of a new Fire Engine to replace a 29 year old 
Fire Engine that had served the Town well for many years. Previously, the voters had approved 
a new Fire Engine in June 2012 to replace a 30 year old Fire Engine. As a result, the Town was 
able to take advantage of purchasing multiple Fire Engines at once, which reduced the cost of 
individually designing and engineering separate Fire Engines. Taking advantage of this 
opportunity allowed the Town to save on the overall cost of purchasing the Fire Engines. 
Because there is an eight to twelve month lead time between ordering the new Fire Engines 
and having them actually arrive in Gorham, the arrival of the new Engines is anticipated in the 
Fall of 2012.
In Spring 2012, the Maine Legislature approved a new law allowing the sale and use of 
consumer fireworks in the State of Maine. As a result, many Maine communities were left 
scrambling to develop appropriate local regulations for their communities. Some communities 
prohibited the use of fireworks while other communities allowed them but placed restriction 
on their sale and use. As the fiscal year ended on June 2012, the Town Council was reviewing a 
draft Ordinance to regulate consumer Fire Works in Gorham. Subsequently, in August, the 
Town Council adopted the Town's first Ordinance regulating consumer fireworks. This 
Ordinance allows the use of fireworks but limits when they may be used.
The Founders Monument was originally authorized at a Town Meeting on May 6, 1805 and 
erected at the Northeast corner of Captain Robie's Store. The monument has been moved 
several times over the years as the Town has grown or changed. In August 2012, the Town 
moved the Founders Monument again, which in 1936 had been relocated on the corner of Fort 
Hill Road (Route 25) and Church Street, to the courtyard in front of the Municipal Center. Now 
located near South Street, it is more visible and in a safer location for people to enjoy.
In March 2013, the Town Council appointed a Committee to develop a Master Plan for the Little 
Falls Recreation area and to look at other recreation areas of the community. A Master Plan 
would help to guide future development. The Town already has a Master Plan for the Chick 
Property, adopted in 2008, which is one primary area for recreation in Gorham. Over the years, 
the Little Falls Recreation Area has been one of the prime recreation areas for organized 
recreation in Gorham. As the fiscal year came to an end, the Committee was finishing up its 
work and preparing to make recommendations to the Town Council for them to consider early 
in the next fiscal year.
In May, the Town Council approved a request from the Trustees of Eastern Cemetery for the 
Town to take over the assets and operation of the Cemetery. The Town Council's vote is only 
the beginning step in a longer process. The State Attorney General and Probate Court will both
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have to approve the transaction. It is likely that the Town will receive formal approval 
sometime in the next fiscal year and will formally take over Eastern Cemetery at that point. I am 
also pleased to report that for the tenth consecutive year, the Town received a Certificate of 
Financial Achievement of Financial Reporting. Gorham is one of the few communities in Maine 
to receive this distinguished award.
As I have indicated for many years, volunteers play a critical part of providing quality services to 
the community. For all of the folks who volunteer to be coaches in our Recreation programs, 
help out at Baxter Memorial Library, or serve on some of the Town's Boards or Committees, I 
would like to express my appreciation for your public service. You not only help us provide 
many of our important services, but also help us stay focused on the needs to the Town and the 
citizens who live here. Thank you for all you do for Gorham.
Finally, we have many full-time, part-time and temporary employees who faithfully provide 
high quality services day after day. Normal times are challenging, but these past few years have 
been even more challenging than normal. Your dedication and willingness to help the Town 
meet and respond to those challenges has been greatly appreciated. Thank you for your daily 
commitment to the Town and its citizens.
Respectfully submitted,




The Assessing Department assigns and updates tax values on all existing and new tax parcels in 
Gorham using a computer based assessing program (Vision), including a geographic information 
system (GIS) component This process includes property inspections and technical data entry, sales 
studies and analysis, and changes within the system when appropriate. We provide a wide range of 
property information to real estate professionals and others through the Town of Gorham web site 
and over the telephone, through email, and in person at our office. We review and assign addresses 
and tax map/lot numbers for newly created lots and subdivisions and frequently work with 
contractors, other Town of Gorham departments, and Emergency-911 agents regarding address 
issues, including the E-911 mandated naming of driveways. We also process ail property owner 
transfers and maintain files on each taxable parcel. We digitally store deeds and maintain sale price 
records. Each year, we produce updated tax maps of ail real estate tax parcels in Gorham.
We also administer a number of tax exemption programs and special use designations including tree 
growth, farm use, open space, homestead, veteran, and blind exemptions, and the personal 
property 8ETR and BETE programs that result in tax savings for Gorham property owners and 
businesses. We provide assistance and question resolution regarding these exemptions and tax 
reduction programs. Annually, we compile a total value for all assessed taxable property and 
respond to a variety of State of Maine reporting requirements.
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE 
Property Tax Rates -  All Direct and Overlapping 
Governments (Per $1,000 of Assessed Value)












2004 5.09 13.56 0.75 19.40
2005 5.06 14.20 0.74 20.00
2006 5.76 12.98 0.76 19.50
2007 6.04 12.61 0.75 19.40
2008 4.95 10.46 0.59 16.00**
2009 4.98 10.40 0.62 16.00
2010 5.17 10.09 0.64 15.90
2011 5.25 10.05 0.60 15.90
2012 5.46 10.24 0.60 16.30
2013 5.27 10.39 0.64 16.30
Source: Gorham Assessing Office.
** The drop in the tax rate for fiscal year 2008 was the result of a Town wide value 
adjustment for all real property tax parcels.
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BAXTER M EM ORIAL LIBRARY
The Baxter Memorial Library serves our community as a welcoming and accessible gathering place for 
information, lifelong learning, and enjoyment. Through its association in the MINERVA Library 
Consortium, the Baxter Memorial Library has access to books and resources from around the state, 
making it truly a library without walls.
FISCAL YEAR 2009* 2010** 2011 2012 2013
CHECKOUTS 69,746 71,358 71,705 77,131 74,364
RENEWALS 19,850 18,773A 15,623A 14,249A 14,904
Interlibrary Loans BORROWED For our patrons 14,551 12,198 12,649 14,346 14,016
Digital / Audiobook Downloads
To other 
libraries
n/a n/a n/a n/a 4,001
TOTAL BML CIRC 104,147 102,329 99,977 105,726~ 107,285
Interlibrary Loans LENT 11,903 11,980 14,182 10,100 9,702
GRAND TOTAL 116,050 114,309 114,159 115,826~ 116,987
INTERNET USE SESSIONS ft 13,381 8,574 8,253 7,233 6,507
REFERENCE QUESTIONS 14,570 17,119 16,823 18,360 21,013
NEW PATRONS
TOTAL PATRONS as of 6/30/12 
(inactive patron records culled)
7165
1,054 967 930 1,035 893
PROGRAM A TTENDANCE 5,200 4,905 4,996 4,815 6460
LIBRARY ATTENDANCE 
(estimated)
56,108 66,040 66,910 67,260 68,229
# The Internet Use sessions figure excludes sessions of patrons wireless access which is available at the Baxter 
Memorial Library 24/7 both inside the library and from our patio and parking lot. We are unable to get 
tangible statistics on wireless access.
*The library was open 3 less hours (reduced to 47 per week) beginning 7/1/08 due to budget cuts.
**The library was open 4 less hours (reduced to 43 per week) beginning 9/14/09. Interlibrary loan was 
suspended for 6+ weeks due to lack of statewide delivery service mid July -  August 2009,
A As a convenience to our patrons and to align with Minerva loan periods, we increased our book loan period 
to 3 weeks in November 2009. This has decreased the number of renewals and, therefore, our total 
circulation. In FY 2011, our checkouts have remained stable and our interlibrary loan activity increased by 
11%.
-  Corrected from previous report (math error).
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICE
The following services are provided by the Code Enforcement Office: review applications and issue permits 
(building, electrical, plumbing, septic system, sign and use permits), conduct inspections pertaining to the 
aforementioned, assist the public with zoning matters, assessing information, (copies, deeds, etc.), 
investigate complaints and enforce ordinances, codes and certain state laws, and provide staff support for 
the Zoning Board of Appeals, The CEO sits on the Site Plan Review Committee and confers with the 
Planning Department. The CEO and Assistant CEO reviews building plans and proposals going to the 
Planning Board and Site Plan Review Committee in addition to compliance regarding Planning projects on­
going and completed, along with working closely with the Fire Department to ensure compliance with 
related codes, administer the Small Community Grant Program for the replacement of malfunctioning 
septic systems for qualified applicants, and work in conjunction with the State Electrical Inspectors Office, 
State Planning Office and the DEP to ensure compliance with relevant state and local laws and ordinances. 
The CEO interprets ordinances and codes and makes determinations on ambiguous or questionable parts 
thereof (subject to appeal).
Fiscal Year Breakdown
02/03 03/04 04/05 05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13
SINGLE FAMILY HOMES
135 88 92 84 58 38 26 58 63 43 75
CONDO'S 0 7 32 27 2 8 1 4 5 4 4
COMMERCIAL 21 31 17 24 24 19 19 14 20 38 44
TOTALS 156 126 141 135 84 65 46 76 88 85 123
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FIRE/RESCUE DEPARTMENT
The Gorham Fire/Rescue Department provides the following services to our citizens through 10 fulltime 
personnel, 2 Secretaries, 1 Fire Chief, 1 Deputy Fire Chief, 2 Call Deputies, 1 part time Fire Inspector and 
100 call company members: Fire Suppression, Emergency Medical Services at the Paramedic level, 
Hazardous Materials and Weapons of Mass Destruction response, Confined Space Rescue, Water Rescue, 
Extrication, Fire Prevention and Education, Code Enforcement and Inspections of ail Fire Codes and Plan 
review. The Town of Gorham recently underwent an ISO Evaluation, which resulted in the Town's ISO 
Score of 4.9 being lowered to 3.5 effective September 1, 2012. This is a significant improvement and will 
result in lowered insurance rates to residents and commercial businesses.
Cal! Reason
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 96 o f  
Total 
Calls
2011 % o f  
Total 
Calls
2012 % o f  
Total 
Calls
M edical Em ergencies 1091 1190 1222 1325 1518 53.93% 1519 55.68% 1446 52.93%
M otor Vehicle Crashes with PI 182 211 196 192 210 7.46% 217 7.95% 226 8.27%
Fire M utual Aid 422 214 522 520 437 15.52% 328 12.02% 386 14.13%
Param edic Intercepts 110 95 82 49 37 1.31% 39 1.43% 50 1.83%
Fire Alarm s 119 99 140 125 146 5.19% 152 5.57% 146 5.34%
Auto Fires 9 18 10 6 11 0.39% 8 0.29% 4 0.15%
Line Dow n-Cabie/Pw r/Phone 63 135 108 42 57 2.02% 68 2.49% 54 1.98%
Confined Space Stand By 21 31 41 24 40 1.42% 34 1.25% 24 0.88%
Sm oke in Building 8 17 12 11 14 0.50% 15 0.55% 20 0.73%
Sm oke Investigation Outside 20 15 24 34 22 Q.78% 16 0.59% 34 1.24%
Spills / Leaks 13 12 26 5 15 0.53% 10 0.37% 10 0.37%
W ater Problem s 18 134 28 86 12 0.43% 11 0.40% 16 0.59%
Reported Structure Fires 24 24 20 20 33 1.17% 43 1.58% 46 1.68%
Arson 5 4 1 0 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0%
Check the W ell Being 8 0 0 5 1 0.04% 0 0.04% 0 0%
Chim ney Fires 9 6 11 14 16 0.57% 11 0.40% 12 0.44%
CO Alarm s 16 18 24 23 23 0.82% 29 1.06% 29 1.06%
Dum pster Fires 2 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0%
Electrical Emerg. Desk Box 6 11 1 4 3 0.11% 1 0.04% 0 0%
Elevator Em ergency 10 11 9 13 12 0.43% 8 0.29% 6 0.22%
W oods/G rass Fires 21 26 18 6 23 0.82% 22 0.81% 26 0.95%
Haz-M at Desk Box 4 5 6 3 3 0.11% 1 0.04% 2 0.07%
Gas Problem  Outside 0 8 10 4 11 0.39% 12 0.44% 9 0.33%
Gas Problen in Structure 13 14 13 5 31 110 % 35 1.28% 30 1.10%
Industrial Accident 0 0 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0%
W ater Rescue 1 2 1 2 1 0.04% 3 0.11% 3 0.11%
Unattend/U n-perm it Burning 25 32 38 37 41 1.46% 41 1.50% 42 1.54%
Unknow n Substance Threat 3 12 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 2 0.07%
Fire Other Still Box 26 62 47 50 1.78% 48 1.76% 56 2.05%
Fire Other Desk Box 18 26 14 24 0.85% 38 1.39% 32 1.17%
Portland Jet Port 7244 10 10 2 1 0.04% 0 0.00% 4 0.15%
Fire Task Force 1 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0%
PVFIMT O ut of Town Resp. 8 2 2 0 0.08% 1 0.04% 2 0.07%
Asst. Gorham  PD 0.82% 16 0.59% 6 0.22%
Aircraft 0.08% 1 0.04% 0 0%
inspection 0.08% 1 0.04% 0 0%
Totals 2223 2407 2663 2620 2815 2728 2732
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Gorham Access Television & Technology 
GGETV Channel 3 (Government/Education) -  www.gorham-me.org 
GOCAT Channel 2 (Community Access) -  www.gocat.org
Mission Statement:
To be a communication resource for use by the Town and its citizens.
Gorham Access staff maintains the broadcast and technical functions for two PEG 
(Public/Educational/Government) TV stations. Management of streaming video system and other on­
line video content is also handled by staff. Production studio 
and office is located at the Gorham Municipal Center.
Channel 3 -  the government and education station is staffed by GOCAT and records and re­
broadcasts municipal and school meetings as well as information provided by county and state 
departments. Staff maintains a "bulletin board" that provides official information pertinent to citizens 
regarding governmental affairs. The Town website for GGETV is updated weekly. Staff assists Town & 
School Department in requests for informational productions, media support, set-up of equipment, 
designing presentations, video edits, and media duplication. Station Manager maintains technical 
operations and repairs for the TV Studio and broadcast functions for both channels.
Average Production Hours -  new local events produced by Staff 
Town -  8 hours/month School & other agencies) -  8 hours/month
Programming Statistics Channel 3: Gorham Government/Education
Re-Broadcast of governmental programming.
Average/week 96.3 hours Average/year; 5006 hours
G ET - 2012 - 2013 Annual Broadcast Statistics (in Hours)
□ 2012- 2013 On 
Hoyr$)
BAnrsjai Local T olals




Bulletin Board runs between program gaps 24 hours a day. It is not included in broadcast statistics.
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Channel 2 -  the community station provides training and equipment to residents wishing to create 
their own media presentations. GOCAT staff works with many local non-profit organizations to bring 
timely information concerning services and events to the town. Gorham Access is the steward of the 
community video archives and receives frequent requests for media duplication. GOCAT Studio 
houses the production suite and multiple computer workstations that provide a range of technology 
related software.
Programming Statistics Channel 2: Gorham Community Access
New Broadcast consists of:
• Resident produced/ local-non-government / shared programs from GGETV 
® Alternative Programming: shows from other access TV stations
Re-Broadcast programming.
Average/week 161.5 hours Average/year: 8400 hours
G O C A T '2012 - 2013 Annual Broadcast Statistics (in 
Hours)
$000.00
d 20 12- 2013 {in 
HoiXS)
0  Arsrwa it& Cftl Tota ls
a Annua! Non-local 
Totals
A n n u a l Gross Totals
wmmmmmmmmmm
Bulletin Board runs between program gaps 24 hours a day. It is not included in broadcast statistics.
Programming Statistics Earth Channel Stream
On-demand and live video stream -  7/1/12 -  6/30/13
Month July______ August September__October November December
Month January February March Aprii May June
17
Programming Statistics YouTube.com/gorhamtimes
Streaming video available through the Internet:
43 uploads from GOCAT with 5,971 views since joining.
Staff:
• 1 full time -Station Manager & Technical Director
* >2 time -Media Specialist
• Auxiiiary/On call -Videographers / Production Assistants
* Volunteers
Major Equipment:
Equipment: Digital video and still cameras, Non-Linear Edit Systems, Remote Camera Systems, and a 
Field Production System. Computers: 5 Apple / 4 PC, variety of production and graphics software. 
Public Address System, Microphones, Audio Mixers,
Broadcast Video Server. A CG (character generator for text and graphics) for bulletin board.
Please note this important change of services from Time Warner Cable 
Information supplied to Town of Gorham on June, 5, 2013 in a letter from 
Shelley Winchenbach, Director, Government Relations, Time Warner Cable 
The following are highlights and not the entire transmittal.
"Effective on or about July 23, 2013, Time Warner Cable ("TWC") will take another important step 
towards adding additional programming and improving Internet speeds by reclaiming bandwidth 
through providing existing programming in digital format only. "
"Time Warner Cable will convert additional analog channels to digital format, including Public, 
Education, and Government ("PEG") Access channels, which will now be carried in digital format on 
the Basic Service Tier ("BST"). "
"For the limited customers who do not already have digital equipment we will, upon request, offer 
DA(s) [digital adapter] and remote control(s) in order that those customers may continue to have 
access to the PEG channels."
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GORHAM ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP.
The Gorham Economic Development Corporation (GEDC) has prepared this activity report as a way of 
providing an account of its development efforts and results for the prior year. The Corporation's 
focus is to engage in business attraction and retention practices that will allow for the expansion of 
the business community in Gorham thereby stabilizing and expanding the tax base and creating jobs 
for its citizens. While constituted as a stand alone corporation, it is funded by the Town of Gorham. 
Staff also participates in special development projects including managing the town's revolving loan 
fund, grant applications, and regional planning efforts. The corporation is staffed by 1 part time 
employee and overseen by a 9 member volunteer board of directors which meets monthly.
2012/2013 is the first among the past several years to show a noticeable improvement in the local 
economy and business development activity.
Development Activity
July 1, 2012- Present
Attraction:
Attraction efforts are up 267% over last year with Porter Building Systems, Cubical Solutions, Stone 
Products, LLC, Easy Aquariums, Liberty Island Enterprises, T7 Technologies, Spire 29, Armington 
Brothers, Maine Automation Inc., and Cradle Inn all choosing Gorham to locate to in the past year.
Retained/Expanded:
Cumberland Farms, Pika Energy, Martins Point Health Care, Mega Industries, Helicial Solutions, and 
Plowshares Community Farm expanded in the past year.
Special Projects:
$80,000 grant approved through Cumberland County Community Development Block Grant Program 
for streetscape improvements in Little Falls under way in 2013.
Completed Village Parking study.
Web site redesign in process with Fall 2013 completion.
32 Businesses Assisted 




The Planning Department provides planning assistance and technical support to the Planning Board, the 
Site Plan Review Committee, the Town Council and the general public. The staff coordinates the review 
of all proposed land use development applications requiring approval by the Planning Board or Site Plan 
Review Committee, The Department also oversees special planning projects, the development and 
adoption of new ordinances and amendments to the Land Use and Development Code, as well as the 
Official Zoning Map of the Town.
During the current fiscal year, the Planning Department has processed applications for 24 new 
developments and amendments to previously approved projects, and 14 applications carried forward 
from 2012, for a total of 38: 22 have been approved, 2 were withdrawn, and 14 were carried forward for 
completion in FY 2014. The Planning Board and staff also prepared and/or reviewed 5 zoning 
amendments and 1 Contract Zone amendment, with 3 zoning amendments being adopted by the Town 
Council and 2 zoning amendments and 1 Contract Zone amendment being carried forward for 
completion in FY 2014.
• Development Activity
Beginning of FY 2013 No. of Applications Pending 14
July 1, 2012 - T o  Date No. of New Applications Submitted 24
July 1, 2012 - T o  Date No. of Applications Approved 22
July 1, 2012 - T o  Date No. of Applications Withdrawn 2
• Applications Approved by Type (July 1, 2012 -  June 30, 2013)
Subdivisions 3 Private Ways 1
Subdivision Amendments 4 Street Acceptances 1
Subdivision Revocations 2 Sign Review 1
Major Site Plans 6 Mineral Extraction Amendment 0
Administrative Reviews 7 Special Exception Uses 0
Telecom Tower 0
o New Lots/Units & Roads Approved
Number of New Subdivisions Created 2
Number of New Lots and Units Approved
a. residential subdivision lots 13
b. commercial subdivision lots 0
c. condo units 0
d. private way lots 1
Number of New Private Ways Approved 1
Number of New Public Streets Accepted 1
Number of Potential New Public Roads Approved 1
® Zoning Ordinance & Map Amendments
Amendments to the Land Use & Development Code 5
® Contract Zone Amendments 1
• Grant Applications
CDBG Village Master Plan Update
CDBG Southern Maine Agency on Aging Benefits Counselor
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Approved Development and Zoning Amendment Requests
MAJOR SITE PLAN APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
Applicant Location Proiect New Bldg SF
1. Mega Industries 28 Sanford Drive Site Plan Amendment 7,400
2. PATCO
Construction/Helical
29 Sanford Drive Site Plan Amendment 3,955
3. Anderson Equipment 18 Gorham Industrial 
Parkway
Site Plan Amendment 9,307
4. Town of Gorham Narragansett School Bus Loop N/a
5. Gorham House 
Partnership
Gorham House Building Expansion 2,400
6. Goodwill Industries of NE 34 Hutcherson Drive Parking Lot Expansion N/a
TOTAL: 23,062
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
Applicant Location Proiect New Bldg SF
1. 6 Oxford Street/Jhasso 669 Main Street Site Plan Amendment/pre~ N/a
Auto Sales owned car sales
2. Shawn Moody 5 Elkins Road Grass runway N/a
3. Carl Phillips 133 Gray Road Steel arch building, shop steel arch-750
addition shop add-168
4. Lampron, Dana and Anita Dingley Spring Road Additional 30,000 gallon 
propane tank
N/a
5. Mega Industries 28 Sanford Road Building expansion 300




Applicant Location Project New Bldg SF
N/A
SUBDIVISION APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS 
NON-RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISIONS




Applicant Name of Subdivision New Sts/Wavs/Amend. New Lots
1. Risbara Brothers Wagner Farms II Laceys Way 10
2. Jeffrey Mason Mason Subdivision Lot Split 1
3. Holman Dev. Corp. Country Field SD/Daisy Stormwater/Private Way N/a
Lane Private Way Amendment
4. Belanger, Nanette Plummer Rd SD Revocation of SD and PW 
Approvals
N/a
5. PineCrest B&B Buffer review Screening for front yard 
setback
N/a
6. Strumph, Sam Mosher Road SD 2
7. Waters, Lisa Timothy Acres SD 
Amend
Setback changes for Phase 3 N/a
8. Wheeler, Christopher & Reinhard Farms SD Removal of 50 foot right-of- N/a
Lynette Amend way




PRIVATE WAY APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
Applicant Name Private Wav New Lots
1. Angeltun, Sarah Angeltun Lane 1
2. Holman Dev. Corp. Daisy Lane Amendment N/A
TOTAL: 1
PIT EXPANSION APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS






CDBG Village Master Plan Update
CDBG Southern Maine Agency on Aging Benefits Counselor 
SIGN REVIEW
Applicant Location




Rezoning of Lots in Gorham Village Center, Urban Commercial, and Urban Residential Districts,
Proposed rezoning recommendation forwarded to Planning Board by Town Council 10/02/12, Agenda 
Item 8231. Full Board workshop, 12/03/12; Public hearing, 01/07/13; RECOMMENDED adoption to Town 
Council, 01/07/13. ADOPTED by Town Council, 02/05/13.
Industrial Zone Setbacks. Proposed amendment to reduce setback requirements in the Industrial Zone 
for industrial lots abutting other industrial lots; Chapter I, Section XII Industrial District. Council Item 
#8266, 02/05/13; Planning Board Public Hearing, 03/04/13; RECOMMENDED adoption to Town Council; 
ADOPTED by Town Council, 04/02/13.
Streets and Wavs: Proposed amendments to Chapter II, General Standards of Performance, Section V, 
Minimum Standards for the Design and Construction of Streets and Ways, Plan Board Ordinance 
Subcommittee Meeting, 03/29/12; Plan Board Ordinance Subcommittee Meeting, 04/30/12; full Plan 
Board workshop, 05/07/12; full Planning Workshop, 06/04/12; full Board Public hearing, 07/16/12; 
RECOMMENDED adoption to Town Council w/Planning Board changes; full Board workshop, 08/06/12. 
ADOPTED by Town Council, 08/07/12.
Streets and Ways: Proposed amendments to Chapter M, General Standards of Performance, Section V, 4) 
Streets Offered for Acceptance. Referred to Planning Board by Town Council, 03/06/12; Planning Board 
Ordinance Subcommittee Meeting workshop, 04/02/12; Plan Board Ordinance Subcommittee workshop, 
05/21/12; full Board Public hearing, 07/16/12; RECOMMENDED adoption to Town Council w/Planning 
Board changes. ADOPTED by Town Council, 08/07/12.
Subdivisions: Proposed amendments to Chapter III, Subdivision, Section III, Preliminary Plan, and Section 
IV, Final Plan. Plan Board Ordinance Subcommittee meeting, 05/21/12; full Plan Board workshop, 
06/04/12; full Board Public hearing, 07/16/12; RECOMMENDED adoption to Town Council w/Planning 
Board changes; ADOPTED by Town Council, 08/07/12.
ZONING TEXT AMENDMENTS
STREET ACCEPTANCE REPORTS
Street Name Subdivision Developer Pate Accepted
01/08/131. Timothy Drive Winslow Road STJ
TOTALS:
1, New Building Square Footage, Major and Administrative Review Plans:
26,680
2. New Lots, Residential Subdivisions:





The Gorham Police Department consists of 23 sworn officers and 2 civilian employees and provides 
the following services: Routine police patrol enforcing state laws and local ordinances, investigates 
all crimes that occur within or impact the community, investigates all motor vehicle accidents, 
prepares and presents to the District Attorney all cases that warrant prosecution, conducts 
background investigations prior to the issuance of concealed weapons permits or Town required 
permits, instructs various classes to students in grades K-12 as well as teaching the DARE curriculum 
to the Village School, works collectively with other Municipal departments or civic organizations to 
help address their concerns, assists other local, state, or federal law enforcement agencies as needed, 
provide various reports to requesting parties and enforce animal control laws and ordinances.
Value of Stolen Property: $238,859.00 Value of Recovered Property: $79,723.00
index Crimes:
Vehicle Theft 13 Robbery 2
Assault 94 Burglary 61
Rape 4 Larceny 122
Domestic Assault 42
Ages and Sex of Persons Arrested:
Age:
10-12 2 Male 0 Female
13-14 18 Male 4 Female
15 23 Male 2 Female
16 13 Male 3 Female
17 22 Male 3 Female
18 44 Male 18 Female
19 33 Male 20 Female
20 54 Male 16 Female
21 32 Male 4 Female
22 17 Male 5 Female
23 19 Male 9 Female
Age:
24 8 Male 4 Female
25-29 56 Male 12 Female
30-34 59 Male 9 Female
35-39 28 Male 8 Female
40-44 28 Male 19 Female
45-49 21 Male 15 Female
50-54 12 Male 6 Female
55-59 5 Male 6 Female
60-64 5 Male 0 Female
65+ 2 Male 0 Female
Traffic Summonses Issued: 1279 Traffic Warnings Issued: 767
Motor Vehicle Accidents: Parking Tickets Issued: 127





The Public Works Department is primarily responsible for the maintenance of over 145 miles of Town roads and 
14.98 miles of State roads. This road maintenance work includes, but is not limited to, the maintenance of 
pavement (summer and winter), markings and striping, signage, bridges, culverts, ditches, traffic lights, trees, 
picking up dead animals and trash in the roadway, mowing of grass within the roadway, cleaning of catch basins, 
and street sweeping. In addition to roadway maintenance, Public Works also conducts capital road improvement 
projects, building, cemetery and facility maintenance, cemetery burials, mowing and trimming of Town grounds, 
and oversees the curbside collection "Pay-Per-Bag" and recycling program. Public Works, through the Public 
Works Director, assists with development plan review and construction and coordinates the Town's GIS Program. 
Public Works also assists every other Town Department and the School System in a variety of capacities when 
needed.
ROADS PLOW ROUTES SIDEWALKS
Number 288 Number 13 No. of Miles 18.1 (Est.)
Dead Ends and 
Turning Circles 152 Average Length 12.1 mi.
Miles Plowed 
In Winter 8.53 miles
Thru Roads 128
Average Time 





CEMETERIES ACREAGE PUBLIC AREAS ACREAGE
Dow Road 1.51 Baxter Library, Museum & Gorham Times 0,25
Eastern 10.31 Fort Hill Park 5.00
Fort Hill 1.42 Gorham Middle School 4.00
Little Falls 0.21 Little Fails Recreational Area 12.01
North St. 2.85 Little Falls School 6.09
Sapling Hill 1.76 Public Safety Build. & Narragansett School 26,53
Shaws Mill 0.13 North Gorham Fire Station 0.29
Smith 0.1 Phinney Park 0,41
South Gorham 2.09 Robie Gym 0.54
Robie Park 4.10
Robie School 1.00
South Street 0.82 Gorham Municipal Center 0.25
Hillside 8.82 Village School 10.6
Huston 0.1 West Gorham Fire Station 0,31
30.03 White Rock Fire Station 0.45
White Rock School 8.56
Public Works & Landfill 37.8
Fuel Depot 0.1
High School Parking Lot & Grounds 3.86
Shaw Park 6
MDOT Park & Ride 1.5
Middle School Grounds & Multi-Purpose Fields 9.00





PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
TRANSFER STATION 
SOLID WASTE AND RECYCLING
The Public Works Department maintains the two existing closed landfills, including the administration 
of the required water testing program.
The transfer station is open for grass clippings and leaf drop-off during normal business hours and is 
open by appointment noon to 1 p.m. Monday through Thursday for the disposal of motor oil. The 
transfer station is also open during two Saturdays in the spring and two Saturdays in the fail for brush 
disposal.
The Pay-Per-Bag curbside program began in July 1, 2002 and includes the collection of solid waste 
and recyclable materials. The current 5-year average tonnage of solid waste brought to EcoMaine 
from the Town of Gorham is 2,188 tons. 152,000 15-gallon trash bags and 90,250 33-gallon trash 
bags were sold in FY12.
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RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Gorham Recreation Department provides people of all ages opportunities for activities and experiences 
that support healthy living and community involvement. The Department offers wide a variety of youth 
and adult sports programs, family outdoor recreation opportunities including hiking, biking, skiing, 
canoeing and a host of community special events including concerts, festivals, holiday celebrations and 
camp activities for grades K-8 on a year round basis.
GORHAM REC DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES
Adult Programs Participants Familv /Communitv Events(Con't) Participants
31 Sr. Activities 418 Bum off the Turkey 5k 291
Men's +30 Basketball {# of 278 Kiddie Gym (# of visits) 214
visits) Town Tree Lighting 2500
Men's +18 basketball 527 7 Tuesday Gazebo Concerts 600
Men's League Basketball 105 Memorial Day Parade participants 525
Adult Tennis 5 spectators 1400
Adult Fitness (# of visits) 3387
Golf Fore Women 32 Volunteers
Shaw Gym Walkers (If of 1275 Base/softbail, soccer, basketball, 355
visits) And flag football coaches
Adult Softball 300 Community volunteers 200
Bridge (# of visits) 1200 Maine Correctionai/community 48
Dog Training 67 services
Adult Volleyball 830 College/ High school interns 3




Basebail/Softball K-6 Before/After School Programs
T-Ball 89 After the Beil (average per day) 40
Farm League Baseball 111 Before the Bell (average per day) 15
Farm League Softball 43 Kinder Camp 36 WK School Year 25
Cal Ripkin Baseball 172 February Vacation Camp 113
Babe Ruth Softball 65 April Vacation Camp 161
Basebail/Softball Clinics 111 December Vacation Camp 93
Minor League moved to Early Release Sept-May 619
Cai/Babe
Basketball K-12 515 Summer Camps
Jr. Summer Day Camp, average/day 45
Familv/Youth/Communitv Kids Summer Day Camp
Events and Programs average/day 115
Red Sox Games 160 Teen Extreme Summer Camp 50
Kiddie Kickers 33 av./day
Counselor in Training 8
Post-Gap Camp, average/day 30
Girls Summer Basketball 36
Boys Summer Basketball 87
Lii Lobbers Tennis 9
Youth Tennis Lesson 35
Youth Tennis Camp 12
Junior Golf Camp 51
Summer Track Club 44




Half pint Hoops Basketball 32 Soccer K-6 399
Kiddie Kickers Soccer 33 Challenger soccer 70
Mini Mitts Tee Ball 42 Other
Sticks for Kids 15 Cheerleading 26
Youth Golf Club Rental 8 Horseback Riding 47
Babysitter Social 24 Basketball Skills 90
Babysitters Instruction 30 Hip Hop Dance 26
Volleyball 50 Hot Shots Competition 20
Flag Football 34 Surfing 11
Floor Hockey 85
Irish Step Dancing 11
Jukado 82
Mad Science 68
Mad Science summer camp 22
North Pole letters 88
Pillo Hockey 51
Tumbling Class 17
Father/Son Fantasy Football 40
Skiing
Sunday River Trips 75
Shawnee Peak 125
PLEASE VISIT www.gorhamrec.com FOR A COMPLETE 
LIST OF PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
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TOWN CLERK
The Town Clerk's Department coordinates and oversees all state and local Elections, voter 
registration and petition verification; sells cemetery plots and schedules burials for many 
cemeteries in town. This office also provides the following services; recreational and motor 
vehicle registrations, fishing and hunting licenses, property and excise tax collection, dog 
licenses, marriage licenses and marriage ceremonies, certified copies of birth, death, and 
marriage records, genealogy research, passport photos, notary services, Dedimus Justice 
services, town trash bag, recycle bin and curbside disposal tag sales. The following licenses and 
permits are processed through the Town Clerk's Department; massage therapist/establishment, 
victuaier's (food establishment), junkyard/automobile graveyard, liquor, special amusement, 
coin-operated amusement device, large outdoor events, waste/refuse haulers, mobile home 
park/campgrounds, sole proprietor & partnership certificates, and door to door solicitation.
Total number of Vehicle Registrations processed:
Motor Vehicle Registrations 14,064* All-Terrain Vehicle Registrations 247
Snowmobile Registrations 446* Boat Registrations 669*
New Registrations 3,539 Vehicle Title Applications 982
Duplicate reg./lost plates 484
*Not including online transactions which are not issued through our office. Regular data 
uploads are required to be processed through the Town Clerk's office for the online
transactions.
Total Number of Licenses/ Permits Issued:
Fishing and Hunting Licenses 895 Dog Licenses 2,199*
Massage Therapist/Establishment 7 Victuaier's Licenses 42
Junkyard/Automobile Graveyard 8 Liquor Licenses 10
One Day Catering Liquor Licenses 15 Burial Permits 45
Large Outdoor Event Permit 1 Waste Hauler Licenses 7
Mobile Home Park/Campground 6 Sole Proprietor/Partnership Cert. 17
Door to Door Solicitation Permits 4 Fraternities & Sororities 2
*Not including dog licenses processed online see number below. Online dog licenses are 
processed, issued and mailed to owners by the Town Clerks Department staff.
Vital Records:
Certified copies of marriage, birth, and death records: 716
Marriage licenses issued and/or recorded: 104
Birth records recorded: 155
Death records recorded: 96
Marriage ceremonies conducted: 8
Genealogy searches conducted: 15
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Tax Collection:
Excise Tax Transactions for Motor Vehicles: 12,133*
Sales Tax Transactions for Motor Vehicles: 1,424
Real Estate Tax Accounts: 6.949
Personal Property Tax Accounts: 295
*Does not include registrations processed online
Trash Bag and Curbside Disposal Tag Sales:
Packages of Trash Bags/Recycle Bins 83
Small Curbside Collection Tickets 10
Large Curbside Collection Tickets 93
Copies/Faxes/Street Maps/Notary services:
Photocopy Fees Collected 211
Fax fees Collected 380




Cemetery Lots Sold 6
Burials Scheduled 21
The Clerk's Office conducted 2 Elections, certified signatures on 8 petitions containing 267 
signatures and maintained the voter list for 12,506 registered voters.
For your convenience, the Town Clerk's Office also offers several services that may be accessed 
online. The following is a summary of services provided from the Town of Gorham website 
from July 2012 to June 2013.
Online Motor Vehicle Registrations: 3,057
Please note that the online registration service can only be used for vehicles that have already 
been registered with the Town and have no changes.
Online Boat Registrations: 134
Please note that the online registration service can only be used for boats that have already 
been registered with the Town and have no changes.
Online Dog licenses: 642
New and renewal Online Dog licenses are processed by the Gorham Town Clerk's Department 
and mailed. Please note that after January 31st, dog licenses must be done at the Municipal 




















































ABBIATI DAVID L &
ABBOTT JULIE M 
ACETO SAMUEL C&
ACKER NATHAN H 
ACKER NATHAN H 
ACKER NATHAN H 
ADAMS MICHELLE &
ALBAUM KIMBERLY 
ALBRECHT TIMOTHY F &
ALDEN JOHN B &
ALDEN RICHARD F& 
ALEXANDER PHIL &
ALLEN PATRICIA G 
ALVES TRACY L 
AMIK PROPERTIES LLC 
ANTONOWIC2 TIMOTHY P & 
ARYAN MANSOUR &
ASHLA JACLYN S 
AT & T  MOBILITY 
AYOTTE RANDY 
BABB TODD M &




BARROWS GREENHOUSES INC 
BARTLETT DALE W &
BARUCH ADELE 
BATCHELDER-WRIGHT DONNA 
BATES MARK C 
BEAULIEU STEVEN J&  
BEAUMIER DEVELOPMENT CORP 
BEAUM1ER DEVELOPMENT CORP 
BEAUMIER DEVELOPMENT CORP 
BEAUMIER DEVELOPMENT CORP 
BEAUMIER, CALVIN C TRUSTEE 
BEAUMIER, CALVIN C TRUSTEE 













































































































BELL HARRY A &
BELL-BIBBER JEAN 
BENNETT RICHARD L & 
BERGGREN JOHN P &
BERRY DANNY &
BERRY DANNY &
BERRY DANNY L &
BESHIR MOHAMMED 
BISHOP MARK G &
BISHOP NICOLE 
BISHOP NICOLE 
BLAKE KIMBERLY S 
BLAKER DAVID &
BLAKER DAVID &





BOUCHER STEPHEN & 
BOUCHER STEPHEN & 
BOYINGTON ASSOCIATES LLC 
BOYINGTON ASSOCIATES LLC 
BOYINGTON ASSOCIATES LLC 
BOYINGTON ASSOCIATES LLC 
BOYINGTON ASSOCIATES LLC 
BOYINGTON ASSOCIATES LLC 
BRADSHAW JOHN T  &
BRAGG GEORGE C&
BRALEY HOLLY G 
BRAMBLEWOOD LLC 
BRIGGS PAMELA 
BRIM PAUL S &
BROADBENT VICTORIA M 
BROWER DAVID C&
BROWN COLLEEN 
BROWN FLOYD J JR &
BROWN HENRY P 
BROWN STEVEN 
BUDD R ANTHONY 
BURGHARDT JOHN C 


























































BUSH GLORIA R &
BUSHEY BARBARA 3 & 
BUSHIKA ELAINE F 
BUTEAU CHARLES S & 
BUTLER DAVID E&
BUZZELL MARGARET F 
BUZZELL MARGARET F 
C & C  FAMILY LLC 
CALIRI SERGIO A 
CALIRI SERGIO A 
CARPENTER GEORGE M III  & 
CARR JANE H &
CARRIER DAVID A &
CARUSO LAWRENCE G & 
CASE GEORGE N&





CERINO JENNIFER J & 
CERINO JENNIFER J&  
CHAMBERS R. CRAIG & 
CHANCEY BRET R & 
CHAPMAN DAVIDS 
CHAPMAN ELAINE BROWN 
CHARETTE MARIE 
CHASE JACK L 
CHIASSON LAURENT & 
CHILD NIKKI H&
CIANCIOLO CHARLES B & 
CLARK LEIGHTON P&  
CLEAVES ORMAN &
CLEAVES ORMAN &
CLEMENS SUSAN M 
CLEMENS SUSAN M 
CLOUTIER RICHARD A 
CLRS PROPERTIES LLC 
COLE LUCY C 
COLLOMY STEVEN & 
CONNOLLY DENNIS J 
CONOLLY DENNIS J 
CONNOLLY PROPERTIES LLC 
COOK BRYANT D&
COOK CATHERINE I 



















































COOK ROBERT W II & 
COOK ROBERT W II & 
COOK ROBERT W II & 
COOK ROBERT W II 8c 
COOK ROBERT W II & 
COSTELLO MELISSA H 
COTNOIR VALERIE G 
COUSINS CHRISTY 
COUSINS FLORENCE L 
COX ROBERTA 
COX TOMOTHY M 
CROSBY ANNETTEJ 
CRUMPTON EVEH 
CRUZ EVELYN M 8c 
CUMMINGS JAMES E 
CUMMINGS JAMES E 
CUMMINGS JAMES E 
CUMMINGS JAMES E 
CUMMINGS JAMES E 








CURRIER POLLY A 
DACHOWSKI GEORGE H 8c 
DACHOWSKI GEORGE H 8c 
DACHOWSKI GEORGE H 8c 
DACHOWSKI, GEORGE H 8c 
DACHOWSKI, GEORGE H 8c 
DACHOWSKI, GEORGE H 8c 
DACHOWSKI, GEORGE H 8c 
DACHOWSKI, GEORGE H 
DACHOWSKI, GEORGE H 
DAHLBORG THOMAS H 8c 
DALVET JOHN W 
DALVET JOHN W 
DAME SIDNEY 8c 
DANIELS JOSEPH J 
DANIELS LEANNE E 8c 
DAVIS ELIZABETH A 
DAWSON TERRI L 
DENIS SUSAN 8c





































































































DENIS SUSAN & 2012 $761.06
DENIS SUSAN & 2011 $766.78
DENIS SUSAN & 2010 $791.72
DENIS SUSAN & 2009 $784,01
DENSMORE JOHN C 2013 $184.19
DENSMORE JOHN C 2012 $225.62
DENYER SUSAN 2013 $278.73
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $187.46
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $197.23
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $189.08
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $189.08
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $189.08
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $189.08
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $187.45
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $189.08
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $187.45
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $187.45
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $185.82
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $189.08
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $379.79
DIBACCO RALPH W & 2013 $213.53
DINSMORE TERRANCE 8c 2013 $275.47
DIVERSIFIED PROPERTIES INC 2013 $1,481.67
DONLEY ROBERT D 8c 2014 -$0.74
DONOVAN D PATRICK JR 8c 2013 -$0.01
DOUCETTE LESTER L 2013 $622.66
DOUCETTE SANDRA 8c 2014 -$8.39
DOUGHER COLINT8c 2013 $2,211.09
DOUGHTY RAEA 2013 $234.72
DOUGHTY RAEA 2012 $277.98
DOUGHTY SARAH E 8c 2013 $568.87
DOUGLAS DALE T 8c 2013 $406.08
DOUGLAS DEBORAH A 2013 ' $3,841.91
DOUGLAS DEBORAH A 2012 $4,027.41
DOUGLASS JOHN A 8c 2013 $1,336.60



















































DOWN EAST REALTY TRUST 
DOYLE WINFIELD SR 
DOYLE WINFRED 
DOYLE WINFRED 
DROWN WAYNE R & 
DUCHAINE CHRISTOPHER L 
DUCHAINE CHRISTOPHER L 
DUCHAINE SUSAN 
DUCHAINE SUSAN 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN 3 
DUCHAINE SUSANJ 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSANJ 
DUCHAINE SUSAN 3 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 






















































DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN J 
DUCHAINE SUSAN j 
DUCHAINE SUSAN J 
DUCHAINE SUSAN J 
DUCHAINE SUSAN J 
DUCHAINE SUSAN J 
DUCHAINE SUSAN J 
DUCHAINE SUSAN j  
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUCHAINE SUSAN LLC 
DUNHAM TRESA 
DUNLEA TIMOTHY M &
DUONG DAN &
DYER CLAYTON A 
EATON DEBORAH E 
EATON DEBORAH E 
EMERSON DANIEL F&
EMERSON HORTON W JR-HEIRS & 
ENMAN CHARLES R JR  &
ENMAN CHARLES R  JR &
ERSEK JOHN &
ESPOSITO LISA MARIE ET AL 
ESPOSITO LISA MARIE ET AL
E sp o srro  l is a  m arie e t  a l
ESPOSITO NEILW 
ESTES KEVIN A &
ESTES KEVIN A &
ESTY MICHAEL B&
FALL GREGORY A &
FARLEY PAUL T &
FARRAR KIM A &
FAULKNER DAVID M &
FENG WANG YE &
FERRON MICHAELR 
FERRON, MICHAEL R 
FINOCCHIETO KELLY J&
FISHER E liSE  M &
FISHER EISA M &
FITHIAN BRUCE 
FLAGG BRENDAL 
FUGGSHIP ENTERPRISES LLC 
FLEURY CYNTHIA 




















































Name — Year Due
FOGG WILLIAM 2013 -$3.93
FORESIDE ENTERPRISES AND DEVELOPMENT LLC 2013 $14.83
FORTIER EDWARD J JR 2013 $2,482.49
FORTIER JAMIE T 2014 -$388.08
FOX JAMES A 2014 -$45.64
FOX TIMOTHY 2013 $1,448.25
FRICK ALBERT & 2014 -$3.50
FULLERTON MICHAEL J & 2014 -$0.01
GAGNE KEVIN G& 2013 -$3.88
GAGNE RONALD J & 2013 $2,295.04
GAGNE RONALD J& 2012 $2,424.48
GAGNE RONALD J& 2011 $2,382.52
GAGNE, RONALD J & 2010 $2,253.05
GAGNE, RONALD J & 2009 $2,262.06
GAGNE, RONALD J & 2008 $1,052.78
GAGNON GEORGEWJR & 2014 -$0.01
GAGNON RAYMOND & 2014 -$100.00
GAGNON ROGER R & 2013 $1,388.76
GALE DENISE M & 2013 $2,837.83
GALE DENISE M & 2012 $1,698.09
GALE JEFFREY S 2013 $522.41
GALE ROBERT M 2014 -$13.92
GAUDET RYAN & 2013 $487.37
GAUDET RYAN & 2012 $408.12
GCM INVESTMENTS INC 2013 $2,479.80
GERRY AUDREY 2013 $870.42
GIFFORD RICHARD & 2013 -$0.45
GILBERT HOMES INC 2013 $124.69
GILBERT HOMES INC 2014 -$0.01
GILBERT HOMES INC 2014 -$1.79
GIROUX MICHAEL G& 2014 -$402.25
GOFAM LLC 2013 $2,723.73
GOOCH WILLIAM R 2014 -$20.45
GORE PAUL T & 2013 $361.86
GORE PAUL T & 2012 $409.73
GORHAM INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSE LLC 2013 $4,366.69
GORHAM PLAYHOUSE PROPERTIES LLC 2013 $2,691.13
GORHAM PLAYHOUSE PROPERTIES LLC 2012 $2,766.25
GORHAM SNO-GOERS 2013 -$0.28
GORHAM VILLAGE GREEN LLC 2013 $2.42
GORHAM VILLAGE GREEN LLC 2013 $2.42
GOSSOM ROSEMARY 2013 $229.83
GOSSOM ROSEMARY 2012 $272.91
GOSSOM ROSEMARY 2011 $290.97





















































GRANT-PAXSON ALICE L 
GRASS SCOTT &
GRAY RONALDJ& 
GREATOREX JAMES T & 
GREENLEAF RICHARD H & 
GRIFFIN ADRIAN J 
GRIMARD BRENT A & 
GRONDIN KENNETH J JR 
GSB CORPORATION 
HALEY MARTHA F 
HALLIDAY GENEVA 
HAM LOUISE 
HAMBLEN CALVIN H 
HAMILTON PATRICIA 
HAMILTON STEPHEN B & 
HAMLIN LIBBY E 
HANNAFORD BROS. CO. 
HANSEN HANS C INC 
HANSEN HANS C INC 
HANSON DONA 
HANSON DONA 
HARDY TIMOTHY E & 
HARTWELL BENJAMIN E 
HARTWELL JOCELIA K 
HARTWELL JOCELIA K & 
HARTWELL JOCELIA K & 
HARTWELL KARL E & 
HAWKES CARLTON 
HAWKES JOHN T 
HAWKES, JOHN T  
HAWKES, JOHN T 
HAWKES, JOHN T 
HAWKES, JOHN T 
HAWKES, JOHN T 
HAWKES JOHN T  
HAWKES JOHN T 
HAYES LLOYD &
HAYES LLOYD &
HERRICK CONSTANCE B & 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 



































































































HERTEL VAN E JR  
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HERTEL VAN E JR 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HETHCOAT JAMES G 
HICKEY CHRISTOPHER & 
HICKEY CHRISTOPHER &
HICKS RICHARD A 
HICKS RICHARD A 
HILL BRUCEK 
HILL BRUCEK 
HILL BRUCE K 
HILL HELEN G 
HILLOCK RONALD W 
HILLOCK RONALD W 
HILLOCK RONALD W 
HILLOCK, RONALD W 
HILLOCK, RONALD W 
HILLOCK, RONALD W 
HILLOCK, RONALD W 
HISCOCK CARLETON 
HISCOCK CARLETON 
HODGKIN BRUCE G &
HODGKIN HEIDIS 
HODGKIN HEIDIS 
HOLMAN MITCHELL ALEXANDER 
HOLMAN MITCHELL ALEXANDER 
HOLMAN MITCHELL ALEXANDER 



































































































Name — Year Due
HOLMAN MITCHELL ALEXANDER 2012 $423.24
HOLMAN MUCHELL ALEXANDER 2013 $317.85
HOLMAN MITCHELL ALEXANDER 2012 $364.12
HOME CONSTRUCTION & FINANCE INC 2013 $922.58
HOME CONSTRUCTION & FINANCE INC 2013 $920.95
HOME CONSTRUCTION & FINANCE INC 2013 $1,378.98
HOOPER VALERIE R 2013 $240.96
HOPKINS WILLIAM C 2014 -$0.91
HOYT JOHN R 2013 $982.89
HOYT JOHN R 2012 $1,064.77
HUNT ASHLEY 2013 $373.27
ICS REALTY LLC 2013 $13.09
IRISH JAMES J 2013 $852.49
IRISH JAMES J 2012 $918.14
IRISH MATTHEW S& 2013 -$0.01
IRISH OLIN K & 2013 $1,988.60
IRISH OLIN K & 2013 $115.73
IRISH REGINALDS JR 2013 $865.53
IRISH REGINALDS JR 2012 $943.15
IRISH REGINALDS JR 2011 $938.62
IRISH REGINALDS JR 2010 $965.49
IRISH REGINALDS JR & 2013 $1,206.20
IRISH REGINALDS JR & 2012 $1,296.18
IRISH REGINALDS JR & 2011 $1,277.18
IRISH REGINALDS JR & 2010 $1,308.08
JARMAN WARREN E 2012 $20.04
JK PROPERTIES INC 2013 $2.85
JK PROPERTIES INC 2013 $6.75
JK PROPERTIES INC 2013 $2.85
JK PROPERTIES INC 2013 $2.93
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $101.06
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $94.54
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $92.91
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $86.39
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $88.83
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $90.46
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $94.54
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $92.91
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $90.46
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $90.46
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $90.46
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $90,46
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $90.46
JOFFE STEPHEN A & 2013 $90.46


















































IOFFE STEPHEN A &
JOFFE STEPHEN A &
JOFFE STEPHEN A &
JOFFE STEPHEN A &
JOFFE STEPHEN A &
JOFFE STEPHEN A &
JOFFE STEPHEN A &
JOHNSON BETT1NA B 
JONES KATHRYN A 
JORDAN EDWARD &
JORDAN JOHN 8c 
KADING CHARLESS 
KASPR2AK LANDHOLDINGS INC 
KEBCO PROPERTIES LLC 
KELSCH THOMAS E 8c 
KELSO MARK L 
KENT DAVID A 8c 
KIMBALL LENAM 
KIMBALL LENAM 
KING JAY C 




KING MELISSA 8c 
KING ROBERT L 8c 
KING ROBERT L 8c 
KLEIN OTTO &
KNOWLEN AUBREY E & 
LABONTE BRIAN &
LABONTE BRIAN 8c 
LABRECQUE PHILIP 
LABRECQUE SARAH S 
LACHARITE CINDI ANN 
LAFOND MARY E 
LAHAIE G J 8c 
LAPIERRE CRAIG D 8c 
LAPIERRE CRAIG D 8c 
LARRIVEE GARYS 8c 
LARRIVEE GARYS 8c 
LARRIVEE THEODORE J MRS 
LARRIVEE THEODORE J MRS 
LARSEN MAUREEN 8c 
LAVIGNE JEANETTE R 8c 




















































LAVIGNE ROGER J & 
LAWRENCE KEITH J &
LEAVITT BRIAN N &
LEAVITT BRIAN N &
LEBLANC DOROTHY R& 
LECONTE KEVIN E &
LECOURS MARY JANE I 
LECOURS MARY JANE I 
LEGERE BUILDERS INC 
LEGERE BUILDERS INC 
LEGERE BUILDERS INC 
LEHMANN KIMBERLY A 
LEIGHTON DALE O &
LEO CYNTHIA R &
LEO RALPH F JR &
LEO RALPH F JR & 
LETOURNEAU GUY & 
LETOURNEAU GUY & 
LETOURNEAU GUY & 
LETOURNEAU, GUY & 
LETOURNEAU, GUY & 
LETOURNEAU, GUY &
LEWIS VIRGINIA M 
LEWRY WILLARD H 
LIBBY ALTON E 
LIBBY DIANA C








LIBBY TED T  &
LIBBY WANDA F 
LINSCOTT PAUL A JR &
LITTLE RIVER FARM LLC 
LITTLE RIVER PROPERTIES LLC 
LITTLE RIVER PROPERTIES LLC 
LITTLE WING LLC 
LOGAN RAY 
LOVEJOY MICHAEL JR 
LOVEJOY MICHAEL JR 




















































Name -— Year Due
LUXTON SCOTT M & 2013 $2,295.04
LUXTON SCOTT M& 2012 $992.57
LYFORD PETER A & 2013 $3,511.83
MACDONALD KRISTINA LYNN 2011 $1,485.23
MACDONALD, KRISTINA LYNN 2010 $1,518.50
MACDONALD, KRISTINA LYNN 2009 $513.14
MACKENZIE ELEANOR D 2013 $0.01
MAGELES WILLIAM L 2013 $1,210.27
MAGNUSSON PAUL & 2013 $281.99
MAHONEY DEBORAH 2013 $1,292.59
MAHONEY DEBORAH 2012 $1,374.20
MAINELY INVESTMENTS 2013 $3,622.89
MARCA MAINE COMMERCIAL HOLDINGS LLC 2013 $18,342.39
MARCHAND MICHAELR& 2014 -$0.52
MAREAN DANIEL W & 2013 $1,293.40
MARKETTRADINGCOMPANY LLC 2013 $303.18
MARKET TRADING COMPANY LLC 2012 $348.92
MARKETTRADINGCOMPANY LLC 2011 $278.35
MARQUIS W DOUGLAS 2013 $98.61
MARSH ROBERT 2013 $264.06
MASON SCOTT A & 2013 $2,017.94
MASON SCOTT A & 2012 $2,125.83
MASTRIAN JAMES J& 2014 -$0.01
MATTSON DAVID W& 2014 -$23.43
MCCORMACK GREGORY T & 2013 $1,542.79
MCCORMACK GREGORY T& 2013 $2,929,35
MCCORMICK GERALD 2014 -$7.91
MCCRILLIS LESLIE G 2013 $2,192.35
MCCRILLIS LESLIE G 2012 $2,318.06
MCCUE ALISON R & 2013 -$1,154.04
MCDOUGALL JEANNETTE & 2013 $647.11
MCGOWEN LANI A & 2013 $99.43
MCGOWEN LANI A & 2012 $137.78
MCINNIS MARTIN 2013 $1,013,92
MCLEOD THOMAS N & 2014 -$17.32
MEGGISON JANE 2013 $3,154.05
MELSON THOMAS 2013 $1,183.38
MENDOZA BETHANNE 2013 $2,129.80
MEREDITH SAVINGS BANK 2014 -$0.13
MERRIFIELD CHESTER W JR & 2013 $1,987.49
MERRIFIELD JO-ANN P 2013 $7.12
MERRIFIELD LYLE & 2013 $17.46
MERRIFIELD LYLE & 2011 -$0.16
MESERVE HOWARD & 2013 $516,71



















































MESERVE RONALD N 
MESERVE RONALD N 
MESERVE RONALD N 
METCALF MARY &
MILLER WAYNE E &
MILLS TODD C &
MILSOP EDWARD N 
MIRANDA ERNEST 
MIRANDA ERNEST 
MOODY SHAWN H 
MOON DAVID S&
MORIN TRISHA DAWN &
MORRILL SARAH 
MORSE PAUL D &
MURPHY BERN3TAJ 
MURPHY MICHAEL D&
MURPHY MICHAEL D &
MURPHY WILLIAM J &
NADEAU JOSEPH R SR &
NADEAU JOSEPH R SR &






NCD ENTERPRISE INC 
NCD ENTERPRISE INC 
NELSON MARY L &
NEW ENGLAND TREADS & CUSTOM MILLWORK INC 
NICELY KEITH H &
NICHOLSON GLYNN 0 &
NIEVES PEDRO &
NISSANKA IMANIA&
NORMAND BERUBE BUILDERS INC 
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE OPERATION 
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE OPERATION 
NORTHUP JAY E &
NORTHUP JAY E &
O' DONNELL SHAWN E &
OAD INVESTMENTS INC 
OGDEN JOSHUA 



































































































Name — Year Due
PAQUETTE WAYNE & 2013 $430.32
PARADIS SHAWN 2013 $242.87
PARADY ELIZABETH H-HEIRS 2013 $1,841.90
PARADY ELIZABETH H-HEIRS 2012 $1,943.41
PARSONS ARTHUR H 2013 $1,998.38
PARSONS ARTHUR H 2013 $94.54
PARSONS ARTHUR H 2013 $69.27
PARSONS ARTHUR H 2013 $642.22
PARSONS ARTHURH 2013 $216.01
PARSONS ARTHUR H 2013 $1,852.49
PARSONS ARTHUR H 2013 $368.66
PARSONS ARTHURH 2013 $643.85
PARSONS ARTHUR H 2013 $1,318.67
PARSONS ARTHUR II 2013 $590.87
PATTEN KATHLEEN A 2013 $334.05
PEFFER CURT R & 2013 ~$0.01
PEIGHTAL PATRICIA 2014 ~$6,15
PELKEY STEPHEN H & 2013 $1,307.72
PENDEXTER PATRICK & 2013 $0.01
PERKINS ALISON MOODY & 2013 $2,464.56
PERKINS PATRICK 3 & 2013 $3,008.41
PERKINS ROSE A & 2014 ~$0.43
PETER JILL Z REVOCABLE TRUST 2013 $3.14
PETERSEN CAROL P& 2013 -$1,405.06
PETERSEN CHRISTINE 2014 -$10.94
PHINNEY EDWIN M & 2014 -$1.35
PHINNEY SUSANNE M 2014 -$1.67
PIEROBELLO MICHELLE 2013 $662.35
PIKE CRAIG 2014 -$14.40
PINECREST BED AND BREAKFAST INN LLC 2013 $2,877.76
PINKHAM PAUL E & 2013 -$145.07
PLACEY CHRISTINA 2013 $251.02
PLACEY CHRISTINA 2012 $162.57
PLUMMER ALBERT EDWARD JR & 2013 $2,645.49
PLUMMER ALBERT EDWARD JR & 2012 $2,530.95
PLUMMER SHARON J 2013 $1,611.90
POLYCOMP TRUST COMPANY 2013 $140.77
POLYCOMP TRUST COMPANY 2013 $138.55
POOLER DEBRA J 2014 -$15.40
PORLAS JEANNE 2013 $526.49
PORLAS JEANNE 2012 $580.33
PORTER JUDITH P & 2014 -$6.00
PRATT DONALD C 2013 $1,123.88
PRATT DONALD C 2013 $1,147.52
PRATT-KOSTKA MAUREEN & 2013 $845.97






















































PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
PYAEVNA MEADOW GORHAM LLC 
QAD INVESTMENTS INC 
QUINT MARGARETE 

























































REYNOLDS JAMES F &
REYNOLDS JOHN J &
REYNOLDS JOHN J &
REYNOLDS JOHN J &





RIISKA SCOTT A &
RIOUX VIRGINIA
RISBARA BROS CONSTRUCTION CO 
ROBERTS ERNEST J&
ROBIE FREDERICK JR 












ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF PORTLAND
ROMATIS SHIRLEY MARIE &
ROSS WILLIAM J &
ROSSETTI PHILIP F JR &
ROTH JEFFREY &
ROUTE 25 LLC 
ROWE PATRICIA &
SABINA TANNON C &
SACO STREET REALTY LLC 




SCHLEH EU G EN ERR&
SCONTRAS STEPHEN A &
SEAVEY RALPH &
SEBAGO CAPITAL PARTNERS LLC 




















































SHAW DOROTHY B 
SHEPARD KAREN B 
SHORTY THOMAS A 8c 
SIERRA CONSTRUCTION INC 
SIERRA CONSTRUCTION INC 
SIERRA CONSTRUCTION INC 
SIERRA CONSTRUCTION INC 
SIERRA CONSTRUCTION INC 
SIERRA CONSTRUCTION INC 
SIERRA CONSTRUCTION INC 
SIMONETTI ELIZABETH & 
SLATTERY ROBERT &
SMITH ANN MARIE 8c













SPILLER KENNETH A &
SPILLER KENNETH A &
SPILLER KENNETH 
SPINK RICHARD A &
SPRAGUE GORDON R 8c 
SQUIERS ROBERT W AS TRUSTEE 
ST OURS DWAYNE R 8c 
ST OURS DWAYNE R 8c 
ST OURS DWAYNE R 8c 
ST OURS DWAYNE R&
ST PIERRE ROBERT J L  8c 
ST PIERRE ROBERT J L 8c 
STAHL DAVID A &
STANDLEY DOUGLAS JR & 
STEPNICK FRANK J 8c 
STEVENS KOREY M 8c 
STUART ROY A 
STUART ROY A 
STUART WYATT E JR 




































































































STUART WYATT E JR 2011 $2,473.07
STUART, WYATT E JR 2010 $2,344.66
STUART, WYATT E JR 2009 $2,355.07
STUART, WYATT E JR 2008 $1,880.98
STURTEVANT ADAM G & 2013 $3,838.65
STURTEVANT ADAM G & 2012 $4,024.04
STURTEVANT THOMAS B 2014 -$3.54
SULEIMAN JAMES A & 2013 $2.45
TALBOTT THOMAS W & 2014 -$720.00
TALBOT! TOM 2014 -$904.56
TANGUAY CYNTHIA E 2013 $2,631.41
TARDIFF RITA V 2013 $3,641.73
TAYLOR STANLEY & 2013 $2,052.17
TAYLOR STANLEY & 2012 $389.86
TENUTA MICHAELP& 2014 -$0.01
THAYER ALDEN & 2013 $2,484.12
THE CROSSING AT TANNERY BROOK LLC 2013 -$72.53
THEBERGE RICHARD L 2013 $1,039.94
THERIAULT MARK P & 2013 $1,571.32
THERIAULT MARK P & 2013 $4,598.23
THOMPSON CYNTHIA S 2013 $9,890.84
THOMPSON CYNTHIA S 2012 $10,307.10
THOMPSON DONALD H& 2014 -$0.27
THORN ROBERT H& 2013 $634.88
THUM PETER 2013 $1,755.12
THURSTON JUDY-ANNE& 2013 $246.70
TIBBETTS WAYNE A 2013 $3,386.13
TIFFANY PAMELA J 2014 -$18.74
TILTON MICHAEL & 2013 $199.67
TOWNSEND BONNIE 2013 $312.96
TOWNSEND BONNIE 2012 $359.05
TOWNSEND BONNIE 2011 $374.94
TOWNSEND, BONNIE 2010 $222.06
TOWNSEND, BONNIE 2009 $205.64
TOWNSEND, BONNIE 2008 $210.87
TOWNSEND, BONNIE 2007 $140.69
TOWNSEND, BONNIE 2006 $105.52
TUCKER KRISTINA L &. 2014 ~$0.40
TUCKER KRISTINA LYNN 2013 $1,406.69
TUCKER KRISTINA LYNN 2012 $1,503.93
TURCOTTE LILLIAN A 2013 $1,441.73
TURGEON PENNY 2014 -$800.00
TURNER BRIAN 2013 $430.32
TURNER BRIAN 2012 $515.16




















































VALENTINE JUDITH E L & 
VALLEY CHARLES L 
VALLEY CHARLES L 
VAN JOOLEN CHARLOTTE A 
VEAZIE KIT &
VILLAGE CENTER ASSOCIATES 
VILLAGE CENTER ASSOCIATES 
VOSMUS ROGER L&
VOSMUS ROGER L&





WALKER TODD A &
WALLACE DAVID E&
WALRATH KARHRYN S 
WALTZ & SONS 
WARREN DANIEL W&
WARREN WILLIAM C&  
WATERHOUSE ZACHARY 
WATSON ARLENE FAMILY TRUST 
WATSON KRISTEN M 
WATSON KRISTEN M 
WATSON KRISTEN M 
WAYCOTTE JOHN R 
WEBB STERLING &
WEBBER TERRY A &
WEEKS LAVONAH&
WELCH TIMOTHY J 
WELSH LAVONAH MARIE 
WEST HARRY F &
WEYMOUTH EDWARD N 
WEZOWICZ JOEL T  &
WHITE JUDITH 
WHITNEY ALDEN &
WIGGIN GLORIA M 
WIGGIN GLORIA M 
WIGGIN TIMOTHY E 
WIGHT, JAMES A SR 
WIGHT, JAMES A SR 
WIGHT, JAMES A SR 
WIGHT, JAMES A SR 
WIGHT, JAMES A SR 









































































WIGHT, JAMES A SR 
WIGHT, JAMES H SR & 
WIGHT, JAMES H SR & 
WIGHT, JAMES H SR & 
WIGHT, JAMES H SR & 
WIGHT, JAMES H SR & 
WIGHT, JAMES H SR & 
W ILEY MARTHA E 
WILLIAMS JOHN 
WILSON DAVID G &
WING MARILYN M 
WOOD PAUL H &
WOOD, PAUL H & 
WORMWOOD CHARLENE R 
WYSE JOSEPH S 
YATES BEVERLY A 
YOUNG ROBERT M JR & 
ZAVASNIK VISTORIA 











































































Name — Year Due
ACCTS REC MGT OF ME INC 2013 $65.20
ALBANESE NICHOLAS A DMD 2013 $159.74
ALBANESE NICHOLAS A DMD 2012 $159.74
ALBANESE NICHOLAS A DMD 2011 $155.82
ALBASESE NICHOLAS A MD 2010 $155.82
ALBASESE NICHOLAS A MD 2009 $156.80
ALBASESE NICHOLAS A MD 2008 $156.80
ALBASESE NICHOLAS A MD 2007 $190.12
ALBASESE NICHOLAS A MD 2006 $191.10
ALBASESE NICHOLAS A MD 2005 $196.00
ALBASESE NICHOLAS A MD 2004 $190.12
ALBASESE NICHOLAS A MD 2003 $180.32
ALBANESE, NICHOLAS A., D.M.D. 2002 $170.52
AMERICAN FINANCIAL NETWORK 2014 -$0.09
ANIMAL HOSPITAL OF SO GORHAM 2013 $118.99
ATLANTIC COAST ELECTRIC 2013 $39.93
ATLANTIC WHOLESALE 2013 $0.11
ATTORNEY JUDITH BERRY 2014 -$0.04
BARROWS GREENHOUSES INC 2012 $190.71
BEE AT EZZ SERVICES 2013 $46.45
BEST PRICE OIL 2012 $39.12
BEST PRICE OIL 2011 $44.52
BH2M ENGINEERS 2013 $1.08
BIOFINE RENEWABLES 2011 $13,693.87
BOOM TECHNOLOGIES 2013 $91.28
C M DANCE 2013 $8.15
CHARLENE FRICK 2014 -$0.17
CHETS AUTO SALES 2013 $0.02




DAVE DOUIN ASSOCIATES 2013 $11.41
DECOTIIS ELLEN 2014 -$0.22
DESIGN DWELLINGS 2013 $407.50
DESIGN DWELLINGS INC 2013 $22.82
DEWPOINT RESEARCH GROUP 2013 $0.05
DOYLES OFFICE EQUIPMENT INC 2013 $65.07
ECHOSPHERE LLC 2013 $1.80
FINCH, GREGORY C, PH D 2013 $0.10
FLAGGSHIP LANDSCAPING 2013 $8.23
GAGNON ENGINEERING INC 2013 $110.34
GETTY PETROLEUM MARKETING INC. 2013 $24,45
GETTY PETROLEUM MARKETING INC. 2012 $12.22
GORHAM COPY CENTER 2013 $78.24





















































Name —- Year Due
GORHAM DINER 2011 $68.37
GORHAM GROUNDWORKS 2013 $168.16
GORHAM MASSAGE & WELLNESS 2013 $19.56
GORHAM PRIMARY CARE LLC 2014 -$0.02
GORHAM VILLAGE FAMILY HEALTH 2013 $436.84
GREGOIRE WELDERS 2013 $27.71
GREGOIRE WELDERS 2012 $30.97
GREGOIRE WELDERS 2011 $33.39
INTER-TEL LEASING, INC 2010 $15.90
IRWIN INDUSTRIAL TOOL COMPANY 2013 $420.15
ISLAND TIME TANNING 2013 $228.88
JTL OIL INC 2010 $21.25
KEOGH LANDSCAPING 2010 $160.59
KEOGH LANDSCAPING 2009 $188.80
KEOGH LANDSCAPING 2008 $216.00
KEOGH LANDSCAPING 2007 $304.58
KEOGH LANDSCAPING 2006 $347.10
KEOGH LANDSCAPING 2005 $329.48
KINGS FARM MARKET 2013 $101.06
KINGS FARM MARKET 2012 $25.21
KNOWLTON MACHING CO 2013 $6,844.37
LEAF FINANCIAL SERVICES 2012 $19.56
LEAF FINANCIAL SERVICES 2011 $20.67
LKQ GORHAM AUTO PARTS 2013 $27.92
LORDON ASSOCIATES 2013 $53.79
LORDON ASSOCIATES 2012 -$27.00
LUCKY THAI 2014 -$0.81
MAINE INDUSTRIAL TIRE 2012 -$37.99
MAINLAND STRUCTURES 2013 $362.16
MARITIME COMM./LAND MOBILE LLC 2013 $37.49
MARITIME COMM./LAND MOBILE LLC 2012 $78.24
MARITIME COMM./LAND MOBILE LLC 2011 $76.32
MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS 2010 $76.32
MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS 2009 $76.80
MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS 2008 $16.97
MARTINS POINT HLTH CTR 2014 -$8.12
NESA 2013 $105.13
NEW ENGLAND TREADS 2013 $37.49
NEW ENGLAND TREADS 2012 $1,724.54
NORTH ATLANTIC PHOTOGRAPHY 2014 -$0.11
OLIVER ELECTRONICS 2014 -$0.51
PINE CREST BED & BREAKFAST 2013 $50.53
PLAN-IT RECYCLING & TRANSFER 2012 $16,663.49
PLAN-IT RECYCLING & TRANSFER 2011 $17,949.51
PLAN-IT RECYCLING & TRANSFER 2010 $4,499.70





Acct Name —— Year Due
613 PLANTT RECYCLING & TRANSFER 2008 $5,563.20
613 PLAN-IT RECYCLING & TRANSFER 2007 $7,397.22
681 PO-GO REALTY 2014 -$1.71
867 PORTLAND AUTOMOTIVE MACH SERV 2013 $147.17
188 REICHERTS AUTO BODY 2013 $57.86
68 RSA ENTERPRISES INC 2013 $19.56
68 RSA ENTERPRISES INC 2012 $19.56
68 RSA ENTERPRISES INC 2011 $19.08
68 RSA ENTERPRISES, INC 2010 $19.08
68 RSA ENTERPRISES, INC 2009 $19.20
68 RSA ENTERPRISES, INC 2008 $19.20
292 SCOTT'S LAWNSERVICE 2013 $0.46
319 SENTRY FINANCIAL CORP 2012 -$0.44
896 SERVPRO 2014 -$0.06
425 SOUTHERN MAINE FIREWOOD 2013 $0.90
279 STONE DOG CAFE 2012 $128.77
398 STONECRAFT INC 2013 $83.13
398 STONECRAFT INC 2012 $91.28
438 SUB BUILDERS INC 2013 $0.36
299 SWMCA 2013 $8.56
126 TD BANKNORTH 2014 -$5.64
1 TED LIBBY BUILDERS 2014 -$0.14
98 TENNANT SALES AND SERVICE 2013 $120.62
98 TENNANT SALES AND SERVICE 2012 $141.81
105 TEVAULT LA 2013 -$15.10
912 THATCHERS RESTAURANT/PUB 2013 $282.80
225 TRANSFORMIT 2013 $1,833.75
225 TRANSFORMIT 2012 $2,084.77
225 TRANSFORMIT 2011 $1,138.64
247 TROPICAL BREEZE TANNING 2012 $365.12
247 TROPICAL BREEZE TANNING 2011 $386.37
179 UTOPIA DESIGNS, INC 2011 $756.84
180 V & M RENTAL RENTAL CENTER 2013 $0.16
736 VILLAGE HEARING CARE 2014 -$0.62
903 WALTZ & SONS 2013 $602.28
904 WESTERN UNION FINANCIAL SERV 2014 -$0.04
582 WHISPY ENDS 2013 $20.90
482 WILLIAM A, HILLOCK 2014 -$1.34
877 WYMANS YARD SOLUTIONS 2012 $984.52
877 WYMANS YARD SOLUTIONS 2011 $1,049.40
877 WYMANS YARD SOLUTIONS 2010 $1,138.44























TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE 
SEWER U TILITY SUMMARY LISTIN G  
AS OF JUNE 30, 2013
Acct Book
5197 1820 GLENWOGD LLC 
3825 ARSENAULT JOHN J &
4787 BOLINGER JOHN W &
4305 CURTIS ALAN D &
1791 FLOOD CHRISTOPHER 
2319 FOSS STANLEY K JR 
4125 HANNON CAROLE 
2520 KEENE BARBARA J 
5270 KNIGHT THERESA L 
3260 LALUMIERE MELISSA C 
3570 LAROU CHARLES A 
1865 LITTLEFIELD DEBRA L &
1190 OWEN GREGORY M
5841 PERRY DANIEL L
7146 PRATT-KOSTKA MAUREEN &
1550 QUINLAN ELLEN 
2769 REYNOLDS ROBERT M 
351 ROOTS ENRICHMENT CENTER 
5214 RUSSELL DEBORAH L &
4158 SOUTH PORTLAND WINE COMPANY 
1967 VARNEY NATHAN
FY 2010
a n d  P rio r FY 2 0 1 1 FY 2 0 1 2 FY 2 0 1 3
$ $ 2 7 .3 0 $ - $ -
$ $ - $ - $ 216 .55
$ 1 ,525 .33 $ - $ - $ -
$ $ - $ - $ 716.26
$ $ - $ - $ 136.25
$ $ - $ - $ 258.41
$ $ - $ - $ 908.11
$ $ 9 0 1 .57 $ - $ -
$ 3 .49 $ - $ - $ -
$ $ - $ - $ 163.42
$ $ - $ - $ 352.82
$ $ 144.38 $ - $ -
$ $ 7 0 7 .55 $ - $ -
$ $ - $ - $ 104.22
$ $ 148.06 $ 177.51 $ 168.56
$ $ - $ - $ 46 .03
$ $ _ $ - $ 73.68
$ $ - $ - $ 541.19
$ $ - $ - $ 3.66
$ $ _ $ - $ 0.43
$ $ - $ - $ 174.01
$1,528.82 $1,928.86 $ 177.51 $3,863.60Grand Total
The 2012-13 Fiscal Year Audit was conducted by:
Runyon, Kersten Ouellette 
20 tong Creek Drive 
South Portland, ME 04106
A copy of the completed audit report for the 2012-13 fiscal year is on file at the Municipal Offices and
may be viewed by the public.




TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE 
Comparative Balance Sheets - General Fund 
June 30,2013 and 2012
2013 2012
ASSETS





Rescue receivable (net of allowance of $126,000) 260,594 216,495
Taxes receivable - current year 548,903 736,907
Taxes receivable - prior year 67,961 62,248
Tax liens 282,829 292,783
Notes 6,078 6,888
Tax acquired property 35,132 30,578
Performance bonds 983,518 1,056,343
Inventories 43,068 35,848
Prepaid expenditures 105,687 2,097
Total assets $ 16,877,049 17,286,S68
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable 835,125 1,925,170
Accrued wages and benefits 141,909 105,666
Retainage payable - 4,323
Interfund loans payable 2,744,434 2,144,220
Performance bond deposits 983,518 1,056,343
Total liabilities 4,704,986 5,235,722
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Unavailable revenue - property taxes 601,442 727,850
Total deferred inflows of resources 601,442 727,850
FUND BALANCE
Nonspendable;
Noncurrent receivables 6,078 6,888
Prepaid items 105,687 2,097
inventories 43,068 35,848
Restricted to:
Public safety operations 164,996 149,347
Public works operations 106,425 100,476
Recreation operations 750 750
Committed to:
General government purposes 104,006 314,731
Other purposes 754,600 98,191
Assigned to:
Encumbrances 445,389 259,911
Designated for FY13 & FY12 capital budget 466,800 1,721,034
General government purposes 550,638 540,298
Public safety operations 187,318 171,468
Public works operations 510,559 618,224
Recreation operations 301,141 281,296
Economic development 85,399 77,100
insurance and employee benefits 936,951 878,486
Other purposes 309,499 379,753
Unassigned 6,491,317 5,687,098
Total fund balance 11,570,621 11,322,996
Total liabilities, deferred inflows of 
resources and fund balance $ 16,877,049 17,286,568
Statement 1
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE 












Rescue receivable (net of allowance of $126,000)
Taxes receivable - current year
Taxes receivable - prior year
Tax liens
Notes

















Capital assets not being depreciated: 
Books/historicat treasures/artwork
land
Construction in progress 




Buildings and improvements 
Improvements other than buildings 







DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Deferred charge on refunding 1,032,061
Total deferred outflows of resources 1,032,061
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable 
Accrued wages and benefits 







Due within one year 





Net investment in capital assets 
Restricted for:
38,739,461









Total net positron $ 52,610,971
See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
Statement 2
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE 
Statement of Activities 


















General government $ 4,743,171 669,844 3,229 1,375 (4,068,723)
Public safety 3,803,853 643,240 146,008 24,000 (2,990,605)
Public works 5,401,195 1,518,310 262,008 129,184 (3,491,693)
Health and welfare 188,183 10,454 92,374 - (85,355)'
Recreation 1,454,250 655,906 5,868 - (792,476)
Development 240,178 - - - (240,178)
Education 35,364,568 565,176 21,631,189 121,015 (13,047,188)
Interest on debt 1,310,289 - - - (1,310,289)
Total governmental activities 52,505,687 4,062,930 22,140,676 275,574 (26,026,507)
Total primary government 52,505,687 4,062,930 22,140,676 275,574 (26,026,507)
Genera! revenues:
Property taxes, levied for general purposes 
Payment in lieu of taxes 
Motor vehicle and boat excise taxes 
Grants and contributions not restricted to specific programs: 
Homestead exemption 
BETE reimbursement 
Other State aid 
State Revenue Sharing 













Total general revenues 25,649,203
Change in net position (377,304)
Net position - beginning 52,988,275
Net position - ending $ 52,610,971
See accompanying notes to basic financial statemen ts.
Statements





School School Other Total
Operations Capital Projects Governmental Governmental







Rescue receivable {net of allowance of $126,0005




Interfund loans receivable 
I Tax acquired property
Performance bonds 
| Inventories
I Prepaid expenditures____________ ______________________
Total assets ___________
i
I l ia b il it ie s
I Accounts payable
; Accrued wages and benefits
Interfund loans payable 
Performance bond deposits
Unearned revenues ___________
_____________ Total liabilities___________________ __
| DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
| Unavailable revenue - property taxes ___________ __










• Special revenue funds




; Special revenue funds
Capital projects funds 
Assigned:
General fund - FY13 capital funding 
' Encumbrances
Compensated absences 
General fund - capital reserves 
Special revenue funds 
Unassigned:
General fund
Special revenue funds___________ _________ __ ________
t________ Total fund balances (deficit)_________________
Total liabilities, deferred inflows of resources 
and fund balances
Statement 3, Cont'd




Reconciliation o f the total fund balances - total governmental funds 
to the total net position of governmental activities:
Total fund balances - total governmental funds, Statement 3 $ 14,400,526
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of 
net position {Statement 1) are different because:
Bond issuance costs amortized in governmental activities 
are not reported in the funds 173,100
The deferred charge on the refunding bond in governmental 
activities is not reported in the funds. 1,032,061
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial 
resources and therefore not reported in the funds. More 
specifically:
Non-deprectable capital assets 3,893,479
Depreciable capital assets, net 76,411,420 80,304,899
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period 
and therefore not reported in the funds:





Accrued interest payable 292,518
Other postemployment benefits liability 526,481 (43,901,057)
Unavailable revenues - property taxes 
not reported on Statement 1 601,442
Net position of governm ental activities 52,610,971
See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
Statement 4
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances 
Governmental Funds 
















Taxes $ 23,516,633 290,013 23,806,646
Licenses and permits 644,599 - - - 644,599
! ntergovern menta 1 2,011,434 20,119,207 120,000 1,511,982 23,762,623
Charges for services 1,234,851 37,743 - 1,589,525 2,862,119
Other revenues 896,083 1,648 1,015 170,709 1,069,455
Total revenues 28,303,600 20,158,598 121,015 3,562,229 52,145,442
Expenditures:
Current:
General government 3,917,516 - - - 3,917,516
Public safety 3,483,363 - - - 3,483,363
Public works 2,290,830 - - 1,084,464 3,375,294
Health and welfare 188,183 - - - 188,183
Recreation 1,247,709 - - 27,437 1,275,146
Economic development 59,701 - - - 59,701
Public agencies 26,646 ~ - - 26,646
Unclassified 207,404 - - 197,472 404,876
Education:
Regular instruction 12,620,793 12,620,793
Special education - 5,013,227 - - 5,013,227
CTE instruction - 534,045 - - 534,045
Other instruction - 720,865 - - 720,865
Student and staff support - 2,020,891 - - > 2,020,891
System administration - 848,559 - - 848,559
School administration - 1,692,625 - - 1,692,625
Transportation - 1,676,824 - - 1,676,824
Facilities maintenance - 3,079,624 - - 3,079,624
Statement 4, Cont’d
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes In Fund Balances 
Governmental Funds 
















Maine PERS on-behalf payments $ - 2,459,687 - - 2,459,687
Adult education - 227,963 - - 227,963




Principal 978,125 2,615,000 - - 3,593,125
Interest and other charges 348,268 1,013,705 - - 1,361,973
Capital maintenance 418,072 - - - 418,072
Capital improvements 1,352,658 - 300,960 31,063 1,684,681
Total expenditures 14,518,475 34,523,808 300,960 3,455,197 52,798,440
Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over (under) expenditures 13,785,125 (14,365,210) (179,945) 107,032 (652,998)
Other financing sources (uses):
Transfers in 237,564 13,700,064 - 156,276 14,093,904
Transfers out (13,775,064) (81,276) - (237,564) (14,093,904)
Total other financing sources (uses) (13,537,500) 13,618,788 - (81,288) -
Net change in fund balances 247,625 (746,422) (179,945) 25,744 (652,998)
Fund balances (deficit), beginning of year 11,322,996 (543,867) 333,481 3,940,914 15,053,524
Fund balances (deficit), end of year $ 11,570,621 {1,290,289} 153,536 3,966,658 14,400,526
See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
Statement 5
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures 
and Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds 
to the Statement of Activities 
For the year ended June 30,2013
Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds (from Statement 4) $ (652,998)
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of 
activities {Statement 2) are different because:
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures.
However, in the statement of activities, the cost of those assets 
is allocated over their estimated useful lives as depreciation expense. 
This is the amount by which depreciation expense ($4,211,025) and loss 
on disposal ($162,206) exceeded capital outlays ($1,127,655) in the 
current period. (Note 6) (3,245,576)
Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provide 
current financial resources are not reported as revenues in 
the funds. (126,408)
Bond and note proceeds provide current financial resources to 
governmental funds, but issuing debt increases long-term liabilities in 
the statement of net position. Repayment of bond and note principal is an 
expenditure in the governmental funds, but the repayment reduces long­
term liabilities in the statement of net position. (Note 10) 3,595,858
The Town is amortizing the deferred charge on refunding, the issuance 
premium and the bond issuance costs over the life of the refunding bond. 21,320
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and 
therefore are not reported in the funds. More specifically, this represents 
the change in long-term accrued compensated absences. (Note 10) (29,920)
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and 
therefore are not reported in the funds. More specifically, this represents 
the change in long-term capital leases. (Note 10} 136,445
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and 
therefore are not reported in the funds. More specifically, this represents 
the change In other post employment benefits liability. (Note 10) (103,655)
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period 
and therefore are not reported in the funds. More specifically, 
this represents the change in accrued bond interest payable. 27,630
Change in net position of governmental activities (see Statement 2) $ (377,304)
See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
Statement 6
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes In Fund Balances 
Budget and Actual - Budgetary Basis 
All Budgeted Governmental Funds 




Budgeted amounts positive 
Original Final Actual (negative)
Revenues:
Taxes $ 22,651,711 22,651,711 23,515,633 864,922
Licenses and permits 485,950 485,950 644,599 158,649
Intergovernmental 1,946,849 1,946,849 2,011,434 64,585
Charges for services 1,245,739 1,245,739 1,234,851 (10,888)
Other revenues 145,508 145,508 896,083 750,575
Total revenues 26,475,757 26,475,757 28,303,600 1,827,843
Expenditures:
Current:
General government 2,225,128 2,236,697 2,210,216 26,481
Public safety 3,557,620 3,613,318 3,600,418 12,900
Public works 2,366,361 2,382,343 2,310,245 72,098
Health and welfare 98,835 98,987 188,183 (89,196)
Recreation 800,340 733,310 1,284,117 (550,807)
Economic development 75,000 75,000 66,701 8,299
Insurances and employee benefits 2,017,000 2,016,000 1,707,900 308,100
Public agencies 30,302 30,302 31,646 (1,344)
Unclassified 126,900 156,145 207,404 (51,259)
Capital 2,088,034 2,043,418 1,770,730 272,688
Debt service 1,327,207 1,327,207 1,326,393 814
Total expenditures 14,712,727 14,712,727 14,703,953 8,774
Excess of revenues
over expenditures 11,763,030 11,763,030 13,599,647 1,836,617
Other financing sources (uses):
Utilization of prior year unassigned fund balance 1,721,034 1,721,034 - (1,721,034)
Transfers to special revenue -
School Operations (13,690,064) (13,690,064) (13,700,064) (10,000)
Transfers to capital projects -
High School Renovation & Expansion - - (75,000) (75,000)
Transfers in special revenue -
TIF 206,000 206,000 207,564 1,564
Impact Fees - - 30,000 30,000
Total other financing uses (11,763,030) (11,763,030) (13,537,500) (1,774,470)
Excess of revenues and other
financing sources over expenditures
and other financing uses - budgetary basis - - 62,147 62,147
Reconciliation to GAAP basis:
Change in encumbrances 185,478
Net change in fund balance 247,625
Fund balance, beginning of year 11,322,996
Fund balance, end of year $ 11,570,621
Statement 6, Cont’d
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances 
Budget and Actual - Budgetary Basis 
Ail Budgeted Governmental Funds 
For the year ended June 30,2013 ______




Budgeted amounts positive 
Original Final Actual (negative)
Revenues:
intergovernmental $ 17,845,265 17,845,265 17,659,520 (185,745)
Charges for services 50,000 50,000 37,743 (12,257)
Other revenues - - 1,648 1,648
Total revenues 17,895,265 17,895,265 17,698,911 (196,354)
Expenditures:
Current:
Regular instruction 12,724,929 12,724,929 12,587,780 137,149
Special education 5,118,367 5,118,367 4,968,943 149,424
CTE instruction 534,045 534,045 534,045 -
Other instruction 656,242 656,242 714,337 (58,095)
Student and staff support 2,172,094 2,172,094 2,154,967 17,127
System administration 829,595 829,595 856,735 (27,140)
School administration 1,735,795 1,735,795 1,693,325 42,470
Transportation 1,670,349 1,670,349 1,646,824 23,525
Facilities maintenance 2,905,280 2,905,280 2,739,581 165,699
Adult education 239,928 239,928 227,963 11,965
Debt service 3,628,705 3,628,705 3,628,705 -
Total expenditures 32,215,329 32,215,329 31,753,205 462,124
Deficiency of revenues
under expenditures ; (14,320,064) (14,320,064) (14,054,294) 265,770
Other financing sources:
Utilization of prior year surplus 620,000 620,000 - (620,000)
Transfers in general fund 13,700,064 13,700,064 13,700,064 -
Transfers to special revenues - - (81,276) (81,276)
Total other financing sources 14,320,064 14,320,064 13,618,788 (701,276)
Deficiency of revenues and other
financing sources under expenditures
and other financing uses - budgetary basis - - (435,506) (435,506)
Reconciliation to GAAP basis:
Change in accrued payroll (165,343)
Change in encumbrances (145,573)
Net change in fund balance (746,422)
Fund balance (deficit), beginning of year (543,867)
Fund balance (deficit), end of year $ (1,290,289)
See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
Statement 7
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE 








Cash $ 396,967 -
Investments - 46,204
Interfund receivable 12,718 -
Total assets 409,685 46 ,204
LIABILITIES




Total liabilities 409,685 1,100
NET POSITION
Held in trust $ - 45 ,104
Se e  a cco m p a n yin g  n otes to basic f in a n c ia l statem ents.
Statement 8
TOWN OF GORHAM, MAINE 
Statem ent o f Changes in Fiduciary Net Position 
Fiduciary Funds










Change in net position {1,098}
Net position, beginning of year 46,202
Net position, end o f year $ 45,104
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
